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• Forest
Clearcutting debate
focuses on economy
small wood lot owner, who sup-
ported banning clearcutting.
Although each side expressed
Irreconcilable differences on appreciation of the other side's
virtually every point of Maine's concerns and a readiness to em-
ban-clearcutting referendum ex- brace valuable ideas, it soon be-
ist between proponents and oppo- came clear that disagreements
nents of the issue. It remains up to were too big to allow for com-
individual Maine voters to famil- promise on any of the referen-
iarize themselves with the refer- dum' s major points.
endum bill before making a cru- The opposing sides showed a
cial decision about the future of stark contrast in their views
Maine, a University of Maine pro- about the very meaning of
fessor of forestry said Monday. clearcutting for Maine's forest
"It's sad that the people who and economy. While the pro-
are really interested in Maine's ban view considered clearcut-
forest —environmentalists, forest- ting devastating for the forest
ers, woodland owners, forest work- and the forest industry, the anti-
ers — cannot agree on a common ban view described clearcutting
solution. The resource will ulti- as essential for Maine's econo-
mately suffer," Alan Kimball said. my as a whole.
Kimball, a proponent of "The ban will reduce wood
clearcutting, spoke at the Envi- production up to 50 percent,"
ronmental Issues Forum held at Balch said. "It's bad for the econ-
UMaine Monday as part of Earth omy and the wood industry; it
Week. The forum, attended by will devastate the paper indus-
more than a hundred people, was try; and it will eliminate thou-
dedicated to a discussion of sands of some of the best paying
Maine's November referendum jobs in Maine."
to ban clearcutting. The other Hemingway, from the work-
panelists were Ron Hemingway er's union, pointed out that at
of the Pulp and Paperworkers present there are 50,000 jobs and
Resource Council and Sidney $5.5 billion annually in Maine's
Balch of the Society of Amen- forest industry.
can Foresters, who represented "The forest is Maine's best
the pro-clearcutting view; renewable resource. The ban is
Charles Fitzgerald of the Maine
Green Party and Melvin Ames,
By Svetlana Popova
Staff Writer
See GREENS on page 4
Don't look down
Claire Corthine carefully makes her way acrosss the hour
glass element of the ropes course sponsored by Healthy
Passions Week. (Lachowski Photo.)
Timmmber !
Andy Morrison of the UMaine Woodsman's Team gives a
demonstration of the vertical chop behind Lengyl Gym
Monday. ( File Photo.)
• Exercise
• Public Safety
Student
refuses
advances
By Christine Thurston
Staff Writer
Spring has sprung.'The air is wann.
Joggers filter onto the sidewalks, as
do the weirdoes.
One female student may have
wished she' d stayed inside on Sunday
evening, after being propositioned by
an unknown man.
According to Public Safety Inves-
tigator William Laughlin, the female
student was walking along Munson
Road when a car pulled up alongside
her.
"There was some chatter and then
he requested that she take a ride with
him," Laughlin said. "He offered her
$1,000, but she refused."
Laughlin didn't specify whether
the money was offered for sexual
favors.
Laughlin said the male then be-
came agitated and made a move to-
See POLICE on page 5
Joggers take to the streets
By Chris Jackson
Special to The Campus
The arrival of spring has
brought the fitness fiends out of
hiding. Roads that have been
peaceful throughout the winter
season have suddenly been taken
over by runners and bikers eager
to take in some of the sunshine
while breaking out a good old
fashioned sweat.
With exercise and health con-
sciousness being the mega-trend
of the decade, it seems that more
and more people are taking to the
streets and using running not only
as the major part of their fitness
routine but also as a getaway from
the stress that comes with the end
of the semester and all its de-
mands.
Though running is a great way
to stay in shape, those who run
should be aware of the risk of
both the long and short term inju-
ries associated with that kind of
exercise. Dr. Kevin Ericson
stresses the importance of run-
ning on a surface that is more
accommodating to the runner.
"When running, it is impor-
tant to consider the surface on
which you run. Generally, the
softer, the better," said Ericson,
who teaches in the residency pro-
gram of athletic health care in
Bangor.
Ericson adds that if running
on paved roads, it would benefit
the runner to purchase a pair of
sneakers designed to support the
foot in such a way as to avoid
injury to various parts of the
body.
"Sneakers with heel support
and cushioning will help not only
the foot itself, but the knees,
back and hips as well," he said.
Dick Young, an athletic train-
er for the University of Maine,
agreed with Dr. Ericson's asser-
tions that the roads around cam-
pus as elsewhere in the state are
hard on the body.
"When running outside on
the streets, it would be wise to
change routes once in awhile
because of the conditions of the
roads in Maine," he said.
Young said that roads in
Maine tend to be crowned, that
is, one foot will constantly be
Alison Germain takes ajog in the
spring weather. (Bailey Photo.)
landing on a surface that can be a
quarter of an inch higher or lower
than the other foot. Though that
doesn't seem like a lot, over time
See JOG on page 5
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• Hussein
Iraqi opposition launches radio service
1 AMMAN, Jordan (AP) — An Iraqi dissident group said Tuesday it has launchedan Arabic-language broadcast via satellite as part of a campaign to topple Iraqi leader
Saddam Hussein.
Al-Wifaq al-Watani al-Iraqi, or the Iraqi National Accord, said it would air programs
initially for four hours daily on two wavelengths. It ultimately wants to transmit for up to 12
hours each day.
Test transmissions are under way to determine if the broadcast will be jammed in Iraq, said
a group source who insisted on anonymity. The source said the service will reach Iraq and
neighboring Persian Gulf and African Arab countries.
He said London is the satellite feed point for the radio service, known as al-Mustaqbal,
Arabic for "the future.— It has offices in Jordan, Syria, northern Iraq and Egypt.
The group's secretary-general, Iyad Allawi, said in a statement that the radio would serve
as an "Iraqi voice reflecting our people's outlooks and its national will to get rid of the regime
of Saddam Hussein and achieve its goals in democracy, freedom and construction."
The Iraqi National Accord is composed of former diplomats and generals who fled their
country and set up bases in northern Iraq after Baghdad invaded Kuwait in August 1990. The
group has offices in Syria, Egypt and England.
• Bitterness
Citizens happy Pol Pot near death
2 PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (AP) — Some Cambodians took comfort Tuesdayin a report from their king that Pol Pot, whose reign of terror left more than 1 million
people dead in the mid-1970s, may be terminally ill and near death.
"Praise God for agreeing to kill him," said Mam Chien, who lost six brothers and sisters
during the 1975-1978 rule of the Khmer Rouge, the group Pol Pot leads.
"His death 10 times over will not equal his criminal acts against humanity, the nation
and the people," said Information Ministry spokesman Sieng Lapresse.
King Norodom Sihanouk, in Paris for an official visit, told France-Info Radio on
Monday that Pol Pot, believed to be in his 60s, is dying, though Sihanouk did not specify
what the ailment was.
Pol Pot is believed to still be directing a stubborn Khmer Rouge insurgency against the
Cambodian government elected three years ago.
He has reportedly been treated in recent years for malaria, high blood pressure and
diabetes. Leng Sokchea, head of the Information Ministry, said Pol Pot also has suffered
a heart attack.
"Don't let him die without having faced international prosecution," said Prak Sokhon, an
adviser to Second Premier Hun Sen. "The world must know his crimes before he passes away."
• Violence
Two suspects killed in
south Egypt shootout
ASSIUT, Egypt (AP) — Two men suspected in4 the massacre of 18 Greek tourists in Cairo died in a
shootout with police in southern Egypt yesterday,
police said.
Four policemen also were killed in the clash , including
the head of police forces in the south, the government said.
Fourteen police were wounded.
Police have poured into several southern provinces to
search for Muslim insurgents who have claimed responsi-
bility for Thursday's attack outside a Cairo hotel near the
pyramids.
Egypt's largest Muslim militant group, the Islamic Group,
said it had meant to target Israeli tourists to avenge Israel's
military campaign in southern Lebanon.
Three men fired on the Greeks with submachine guns;
the fourth drove the getaway van. Eighteen of the tourists
were killed.
The Interior Ministry initially said the two gunmen
killed today were among the four assailants. But a ministry
official, speaking on condition of anonymity, later said they
may have only assisted the assailants, either in transporting
them to Cairo or providing arms.
The gunbattle lasted hours, erupting as police closed in
on the suspects near Malawi, 135 miles south of Cairo and
about 50 miles north of Assiut.
• Keep trying
Taiwanese couple fail
three suicide missions
3 TAIPEI, Taiwan (AP) — First they drove acar off a cliff. Then they tried to hang themselves.
Finally, the two lovers held hands and jumped
from the 12th floor of their hotel.
Huang Pin-jen, 27, and Chang Shu-mei, 26, landed
on the roof of an adjacent five-story restaurant Sunday
night and were in the hospital Tuesday in stable condi-
tion with bone fractures, police in the southern city of
Kaohsiung said.
Last month, the couple drove a car off a cliff in
central Taiwan, and Huang was seriously injured
while Ms. Chang suffered minor injuries, police
said.
On Sunday, they first tried to hang themselves in
their hotel room with bed sheets, then jumped off the
building, police said.
Kaohsiung police officer Chang Fang said the cou-
ple's parents disapproved of their relationship for un-
specified reasons.
"We notified their parents, and they didn't seem
surprised at the renewed suicide bid," he said in a
telephone interview. "But they agreed to settle their
dispute with the young couple."
Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Wednesday.. .Becoming
partly to mostly sunny.
Windy with highs in the up-
per 50s to lower 60s.
Thursday's Outlook
Thursday...Morning
sun.. .Followed by increas-
ing clouds. Highs in the up-
per 50s to lower 60s.
Extended Forecast
Friday... A chance ofshow-
ers. Highs in the 50s. Satur-
day... A chance of
showers. Highs in the 50s. Sun-
day... A chance of showers.
Caribou
•
50°F
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• Relations
Neighbor to the north has much in common with U.S.
By Kristin Coffey
Special to The Campus
It is the second largest country in the
world. Its deep valleys and rounded moun-
tains have been dug out and sculpted by
massive glaciers that later melted in the
sea, creating the highest tides in the world.
It is our neighbor - - Canada.
Much like its diverse landscape, Can-
ada is the home of many different cul-
tures. The United States has been coined
"the melting pot" where all cultures blend
into one, each piece representing a dif-
ferent patchwork of culture.
Canada and the U.S. are so close, yet
many Canadians and Americans don't
know or understand one another. This is
something Ron Leblanc from New Brun-
swick, would like to see changed.
Leblanc is visiting the University of
Maine on a one-year appointment teach-
ing a course on the Canadian economy.
He is here to learn more about Americans
by reading, researching and sitting in on
an American Federalism class.
His motivation to teach everything he
can about American society, culture and
government to French-oriented Univer-
sity of Moncton in New Brunswick, where
he is a dean, peaked when the North
American Free Trade Agreement passed.
"It is important to understand what is
happening south of the border socially
and politically," said Leblanc. "We need
to take into consideration how the U.S.
thinks because relations are bound to
increase with NAFTA."
Leblanc said resistance will be a fac-
tor, at least on the Canadian side, because
of the intense Canadian concern to pre-
serve their own cultures from being in-
fluenced or dominated by America.
"There are many differences to con-
sider in every area," Leblanc said. "Polit-
ically, Americans tend to have a distrust
of government. American values are
based on individual rights of life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness. Canadian
values are based on collective rights for
different groups of people, and they live
by peace, order and good government.
The government will maintain law and
order and ensure a peaceful society."
Socially, Canadians think they know
Americans because of regular exposure
to American media. Americans are gen-
erally considered to be more boastful and
aggressive, while Canadians see them-
selves as more laid back, according to
Leblanc.
"Some people say that inside every
Canadian there is a little American trying
to get out," Leblanc said. "I always be-
lieved myself that Canadians want the
wallet of Americans and the heart of the
Swedish. They want government to pro-
vide security and welfare, but it doesn't
work that way - - you pay for what you
get or you don't get it."
Although Canada and America are
different, Leblanc said he doesn't see a
shocking difference when he crosses the
border, and he believes the two countries
could work more efficiently together.
He said he has hope that Canadians and
Americans will have the desire to learn
and work together, rather than resist each
other. Leblanc said working together could
help both countries survive the ever-chal-
lenging economy. He said he witnesses
proof each day as a visitor to the United
States that there is motivation to do this on
the UMaine campus.
"One thing that really surprised me
when I got here was the amount of inter-
est there is in every aspect of Canada just
on this campus," said Leblanc. "The Ca-
nadian-American studies program is well-
developed, and the Canadian collections
on campus of reference materials are im-
pressive. My impression is that there is
more being taught to American students
about Canada than there is being taught
about Americans to Canadian students."
Leblanc said he aspires to return to his
university and teach a course on North
American relationships focusing on Can-
ada and the U.S.
"I think it is essential to understand
this subject if this trend of globalization
continues at this rapid pace," Leblanc
said. "I would like to see in the future, as
a result of this type of educating, an
increased linking of Canada and the U.S.
economies. The important thing is coop-
eration rather than competition in areas
like trade, tourism, fishing and forestry."
Though Canada and the U.S. are very
different politically and socially, they
are very similar in their industries. Both
countries use and rely on their natural
resources, Leblanc said.
Leblanc pointed out where he thinks
the U.S. and Canada could work together
- - the pipe in Madawaska, Maine that
runs across the border to New Brunswick
carrying pulp. There is a paper mill on
both sides of the river.
"Why not work together instead of
remaining independent from one anoth-
er?" Leblanc asked. He said he hopes to
influence his French students at the Uni-
versity of Moncton when he gets back
with the following message - - "We need
to avoid disagreement based on misun-
derstanding. Whether it is business, so-
cial, educational or political, don't forget
your neighbor on the other side of the
border. They have been the greatest in-
fluence of our life and will continue to be
in the coming years."
Open
your mind
You may learn
something about yourself.
The Maine Campus[Maine's thrice-weekly newspaper
The Maine Campus
Is now accepting applications for the following editorial board positions:
City Editor
Highly-organized reporter who generates story ideas for the local pages, assigns stories to reporters,
enforces deadlines and edits copy.
Asst. City Editor
Well-connected reporter who reports and writes for the local pages, generates story ideas and edits
submitted copy.
News Editor
Responsible for selecting wire stories and laying out the local, national and state pages. Must have
knowledge of current events.
Style Editor
Creative individual who has a great interest in a broad spectrum of the the arts and has writing
experience.
Opinion Editor
Politically-oriented individual who writes columns and editorials, edits letters, hires columnists and
lays out the editorial pages.
Also accepting applications for:
Copy Editor Meticulous individual with excellent language skills who knows AP style.
Reporter Motivated individual who works with the city desk to provide comprehensive coverage of local issues.
Interviewing and writing experience helpful.
Photographer Must have own equipment and black-and-white darkroom experience.
Distribution Manager Must be available Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings to distribute the paper on
campus. Must have valid driver's license.
Receptionist
Applicants for editorial
board positions should
have past journalism
experience and are
expected to read a
daily newspaper.
All are paid positions.
Interested applicants
should specify the
position for which
they are applying and
send a cover letter,
resume and clips to
Jeff Tuttle, The Maine
Campus, Fourth Floor,
Chadbourne Hall.
Deadline:
April 29.
For more information,
please stop by the
Campus office on the
fourth floor of
Chadbourne Hall or
call 581-1269.
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Greens
Charles Fitzgerald of the Green Party
at the clearcutting debate Monday at
Nutting Hall. (Gagne Photo.)
not going to let us use it," Hemingway said.
The pro-ban side disagreed.
"It's very clear that there is a shortage
of wood already developing in Maine.
Without a ban on clearcutting, forestry
will eventually be a failure in Maine,"
said Fitzgerald, a long-time forester and
woodland owner.
Fitzgerald pointed out that employ-
ment in the forest has already fallen 40
percent in the last 10 years because the
industry has been cutting trees faster than
they can regrow and has been replacing
workers with machines.
"That trend will increase with tech-
nology," Fitzgerald said.
Fitzgerald said that in the long run,
Maine's forest and economy will benefit
from a ban on clearcutting because this
will ensure the existence of a healthy
forest for the future.
from page 1
Fitzgerald and Ames proposed an al-
ternative to clearcutting — a Swedish-
style forest management that uses small
machinery operated by workers for selec-
tive cutting. The method relies on cutting
only about a third of the wood on an acre
of forest in any 15-year period, leaving a
portion of wood to allow for natural re-
generation.
According to Fitzgerald, the alterna-
tive method can also create a lot of new
jobs requiring better education and skills
instead of the low-skill and dangerous
jobs that prevail now.
Ames, a private harvester with 50 years
experience in this type of forest manage-
ment, explained its advantages to clearcut-
ting. He said that it not only sustains the
forest, its diversity and the wildlife hab-
itat, but it is also profitable.
"It's a viable operation," Ames said.
"I'm growing three times as much wood
as the state average. So don't tell me
there's no alternative when there is."
The anti-ban side expressed concerns
that the proposed practice of cutting only
a third of the wood on an acre in any 15-
year period will decrease the value of the
woodland and hurt landowners.
"(This restriction) will hurt the value
of land because it doesn't allow any cut-
ting for 15 years ahead," Hemingway said.
Hemingway and the other pro-
clearcutting panelists said that the new
Forest Practices Act of 1991 is restrictive
enough, and it can probably be revised
and improved but not to the "drastic"
extent proposed in the referendum bill.
"This referendum goes way too far
and way too deep," Hemingway said.
Hemingway said that environmental-
Piktte
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Deadline for Check Requests is
ik Tuesday, April 30th
ai at 3:00 p.m.
All groups that have balances remaining in
their 1995-1996 Student Government budgets
must come in and submit receipts for expenses
in approved categories. Check requests can
be completed for reimbursement through
•
4/30.
The checks will be processed upon
submission and they should all be picked up by
Friday, May 3, 1996. If your club requires a
check on a specific date or has receipts coming
in late, please make us aware of your situation.
•
1*
ists fail to acknowledge the fact that the
Forest Practices Act has decreased
clearcutting in Maine from 145,000 acres
before 1991 to 54,000 acres after its im-
plementation.
Fitzgerald, however, insisted that this is
not enough to ensure the preservation of the
forest. To verify environmentalists' claims
that clearcutting continues to cause enor-
mous damage to Maine's forests, Fitzgerald
showed slides of numerous clearcuts of var-
ious sizes in the North Woods. Some of
which, he said, were done after the passing
of the Forest Practices Act.
"Had we accepted this rule (cutting a
third of the commercial wood in any 15-
year period only) 25 years ago, we
wouldn't have these clearcuts now,"
Fitzgerald said.
In spite of these concerns, the pro-
clearcutting side repeatedly rejected the
total banning of clearcutting, arguing that
it can be very useful if practiced cau-
tiously. They criticized the referendum
bill on the grounds that it would not allow
clearcutting even when necessary, such
as in beaver or tornado damaged forests.
"Clearcutting is a very appropriate
tool sometimes. It's clear it has been
abused, but this doesn't mean it should
be thrown away," Kimball said.
Fitzgerald answered that the making
of laws sometimes requires sacrifices. In
environmentalists' view, the sacrifice in
the case of clearcutting is justifiable.
"When a tool has been misused so
much and for so long, it's maybe better to
throw that tool away," Fitzgerald said.
One of the other major criticisms made
only to northern Maine's unorganized
townships, thus increasing pressures to
clearcut in the southern part.
"This drastic measure will be applied
only to half of the state. This is not fair,"
Balch said.
The explanation Fitzgerald gave was
simple:
"Most of the abuses occur in the north-
ern part of the state — 80 percent of
clearcuts are done there. The referendum
addresses that," Fitzgerald said.
The opposing sides disagreed strong-
ly on the effect of clearcutting on the
wildlife and diversity of species .
Ames emotionally rejected the claims
of the pro-clearcutting side that wildlife
is not harmed and sometimes even bene-
fits from clearcutting.
"What do you think happens to wildlife
when you cut all the trees?" Ames asked.
The proponents of clearcutting also main-
tained that clearcutting actually produces a
more diverse and healthier forest — a view
the opponents of clearcutting rejected.
"(After clearcutting), the soil is ex-
posed to nutrient loss. Herbicides and
pesticides need to be used as well,"
Fitzgerald said. "And replanting of
clearcuts to avoid monocultural growing
is done very rarely in Maine."
Still, Fitzgerald said that environ-
mentalists are willing to consider any
proposals coming from the Governor's
Council on Sustainable Forest Manage-
ment in search for a better alternative.
"My stand is that we should remain
open to the suggestion of the governor's
task force. If they come up with some-
by the anti-ban panelists was that the thing really useful, I'll be the first to
referendum's provisions would apply embrace it," he said.
I 11 University of Maine 1
I I
I Student Government, Inc. mI I
I Presents 1I I
I I
I Course and Teacher Evaluations:
I •We would like to release a publication :
m
I next fall to help guide students through m
m 1 the world of academics at the University: 
 
m of Maine. m
I m
I m
m m
m •We would also like to give an m
"excellence in teaching" award to a mm
m m
m deserving professor straight from the m
mheart of the students. m
I
m • Stop by the Student Government Office •
to pick up the forms, and tell all your
friends!
Collecting the Students' Opinions is The First Step
I Please return forms to Student Government
by May 8
I If you have any questions, Call President Ben Meiklejohn at
581-1774.
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• Work
Summer employment valuable to students
By Matt Woodman
Special to The Campus
When the temperatures begin to rise
and snow starts to melt, the minds of
many college students turn to one thing -
finding a summer job.
As many students can attest, finding
summer employment can cause nearly
as much stress as finals week. The
search is vital for many because money
earned during the summer is needed
when the bill from the university ar-
rives.
According to Mary Skaggs, from the
Student Employment Office at the Uni-
versity of Maine, summer employment
can provide more than just a paycheck.
"Summer employment gives students
some job experience and teaches them a
sense of responsibility that is valuable
regardless of what kind of job the student
eventually gets after graduation," said
Skaggs.
The Student Employment Office, ac-
cording to Skaggs, can be a valuable tool
for students to use in their quest for a
summer job. Last year, students who used
the program to find a job earned a total of
$2 million.
Skaggs said that her office has a
revolving listing of 4,000-5,000 jobs
that are both in Maine and out-of-state.
The office also provides listings for
part-time jobs that students can apply
for during the school year, added Sk-
aggs.
In order to use the student employ-
ment office effectively, Skaggs offers
students a few tips to follow:
• Register with the office.
• Check the listings provided at the
office frequently since they change of-
ten.
• If you find a job that looks interest-
ing, find out more information from the
office.
• The office also places some job list-
Police from page 1
ward the passenger door. The woman ran off
and went to the police.
With the help of the victim, Public Safety was
able to create a computer sketch of the offender.
He weighs approximately 200 lbs., with
blond hair, a goatee and a baseball hat. The
victim believed he was 20 to 22 years old.
The vehicle is said to be an older model
brown or beige car, with a boxy shape, possibly
a Ford.
In other news, on April 19, Jason Wester-
field, 20, of Brunswick, was summonsed to
Third District Court in Bangor for criminal
mischief.
Laughlin said that Westerfield was alleged-
ly making dents in a vehicle in the Stewart lot
because he was upset about damage done to his
own car earlier.
On April 19, Ian Henderson, 20, of Orono,
was summonsed to Third District Court for
possession of alcohol by a minor.
On April 20, Benjamin Greene, 19, of Pe-
nobscot Hall, was summonsed to Third District
Court for criminal trespass into York Hall. He
had been warned not to enter because of prior
behavior problems.
On April 21, Elizabeth Minzy, 19, of Wal-
doboro, was summonsed to Third District Court
for operating a vehicle under the influence of
intoxicating liquor.
On April 21, Matthew White, 20, of Phil-
lips, was summonsed to Third District Court for
illegal attachment of registration plates. He
allegedly took them from another vehicle.
All court dates are set for April 10, 1996.
On April 17, a male York Hall student was
sent to the conduct office for being disorderly
and not cooperating with officers during a
marijuana complaint.
On April 19, two bicycles were stolen, one
from Barrows Hall and one from the Memorial
Union.
Laughlin said that Public Safety responded
to 118 calls over the weekend.
!!!!!!!!
TGIF 
MUSIC AND LUNCH
Come listen to music performed
by UM students, faculty and guests.
Selected Fridays
1 2:15 p.m. Memorial Union Patio,
Weather Permitting
Performing this week
UM Jazz
Ensemble
Sponsored by The Union
Board: DIVERSIONS and OCB.
etteCSe
wiirte
Se1 0I *ceptiOIt
Wednesday May 1st
from 4 to 6p.m.
In the (Peabody Xounge
(3rd Moor Memorial (Union)
A composite sketch of the suspect
accused of propositioning a student
on campus.
ings on the University of Maine electron-
ic bulletin board.
The Student Employment Office is locat-
ed on the second floor of Alumni Hall, and
students are encouraged to stop by Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m.
Jog from page 1
it may take its toll. Changing directions or
routes may help prevent future problems.
Though proper equipment is necessary
for running, Young also emphasizes the
importance of proper training techniques
such as stretching.
"Flexibility is very important when
running. It can decrease the chance of
hamstring injuries and tendinitis," said
Young, who also expressed concern about
the tendency of some people to overtrain.
He said that 60 percent - 70 percent of the
injuries he treats come from people who
over do it.
"It is important to have a regular rou-
tine that you can follow on a consistent
basis. If you are used to a three mile run,
don't decide to stretch it one day and run
six or eight miles. It takes a toll on the
body," Young said, adding "that the body
must have time to adapt to a new regi-
men."
Correct training, proper footwear and
some common sense can help runners get
the most out of a great exercise. For those
interested in alternate running or biking
routes, UMaine's recreational sports has
some courses mapped out and they are
available to the general public.
Maine Agricultural and
Forest Engineers Association
(M.A.F.E.A)
CLI 
N 
n 
al ouu
;1;alce: 
UivePSl.i: Of R N IC"ilfaine
'sPerkinsDaY: Friday (rkfr 
Satupday,4pril 26th C27
Bring in your push-lawn
mower to recieve:
is holding its annual
•an oil change *blade sharpening
*air filter cleaning *power wash
*new spark plug
For only $20 let us prepare
you for summer.
M.A.F.E.A will be taking in mowers for service
from 12-5p.m. Friday (April 26) &
from 8a.m.-2p.m. Saturday (April 27)
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• Telecommunication
Public advocate questions phone company merger
PORTLAND (AP)—The planned merg- Maine is now served by Nynex, which pro- you have that here," Ward added. "Maine people put a lot of money into
er of Nynex and Bell Atlantic may be good vides service in the state over 630,000 phone Others left wondering about the reper- their telephone service and they deserve to
news for shareholders, but the benefits to lines. The company has 1,600 employees in cussions of the merger include Maine phone have that money spent on people with jobs
customers appear more elusive, says Maine's Maine. company workers and the Public Utilities in Maine," Morin said.
public advocate. Ward said consumers would have bene- Commission. The unions intend to speak out against
"It's clear there will be benefits for the fited if Nynex and Bell Atlantic competed , "Most of the people who are worried are the merger plans before a dozen state regu-
owners of Nynex' sand Bell Atlantic's shares. with each other in the wake of the Telecom- middle managers," said Kevin Foley, a latory bodies which must approve the merg-
What are going to be the benefits with re- munications Act of 1996, which deregulates Nynex line splicer from Portland. Foley and er, along with the District of Columbia and
spect to lower price and faster service?" the phone industry, most other union workers at Nynex have job the U.S. Department of Justice.
asked Stephen Ward, the public advocate "By virtue of the 1996 telecommunica- guarantees through 1998. Brian Cornwall, legislative liaison for the
charged with representing consumers be- tions law, Bell Atlantic could have compet- Melissa Morin, president ofCommunica- Maine Public Utilities Commission, said the
fore utility regulators. ed in Nynex' s territory. Instead, they have tion Workers of America Local 1400 in Ports- commission wants more information about the
The $23 billion stock swap announced agreed to a truce, and I'm not sure that's mouth, N.H., represents about 250 Maine merger. Meanwhile, it is notbeingdismissed as
Monday will create a corporation responsi- good for consumers," Ward said. Nynex employees who work as customer bad for consumers by the PUC, he said.
ble for 37 million phone lines stretching "You know, people talk about competi- service representatives. Morin said her mem- "To say that this deal is limiting competi-
from Maine to Virginia. Today the compa- tion like it's the NCAA basketball playoffs, bers' jobs can be done from anywhere, and tion, is, in the short run a 'maybe,' "Cornwall
flies have a combined 133,000 employees but in fact it's supposed to be an endless that's a concern when Nynex and Bell Atlan- said. "But in the long run, over the next five
and annual sales of $27.8 billion. Most of struggle in which no one wins. I'm not sure tic talk of merging back shop operations. years, who knows what it's going to bring?"
• Education
Plummeting birth rate could spell disaster for schools
AUGUSTA (AP) — Maine's birth
rate, already at a 55-year low, is expected
to continue to plummet during the next
decade, posing serious policy questions
for schools, the job market and health
care providers.
Maine's baby boom reached its peak
in 1960, with 23,300 births recorded. By
contrast, the number is projected to fall
to 9,800 in 2005, according to the Maine
Medical Assessment Foundation.
Just as the post-World War II baby
boom transformed the U.S. economy, this
baby bust also could have a profound
impact, said Dr. Robert Keller, executive
director of the Manchester-based health
services organization.
The foundation based its prediction
on research of population trends since
1940.
"At one point the state was geared up
for a population of more than 23,000
children annually, so schools had to have
the capacity for that. But if the birth rate
whole different spectrum of needs,"
Keller said.
Other areas that could be affected in-
clude child welfare programs, the mental
health system and employers, who may
be faced with a smaller pool of workers,
he said.
"Clearly, there will be local varia-
tions. Some communities may lose more
and others may gain, and no one should
plan based on this alone, but it's a useful
number to put into the formula," he said.
Dana Evans, an economist with the
state Department of Labor, says the drop
in the birth rates has coincided with lay-
offs because of productivity measures
and downsizing.
"Still, the decline has meant less pres-
sure to provide jobs for more people," he
noted. "Predictions overall are that few-
er people entering the labor market, com-
bined with a certain level of employment
growth in the longrun, will mean a lower
level of unemployment."
continues to decline, then you have a Evans said a labor shortage would not
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occur because people would move into
the state to take advantage of available
jobs.
Birth rates today still are being influ-
enced by the fact that fewer babies were
born during the Depression, followed by
18 years of high birth rates as men came
home from World War II and started
families in record numbers, said Dick
Sherwood, policy development special-
ist at the State Planning Office.
Maine's birth rate was low when those
children born in the Depression reached
the childbearing age. It increased slight-
ly in the 1980s when baby boomers start-
ed having children, and has declined in
the 1990s as *the baby boomers age, he
said.
"Now what we're seeing is the grand-
children of the Great Depression," Sher-
wood said.
Like the foundation, Sherwood pre-
dicted the decline will not turn around
until those babies born in the 1980s
reached childbearing age — sometime
after the year 2000.
In addition, the state's overall popula-
tion over the past few years has remained
flat because more people have moved away
than have moved in, said Sherwood. He
expects that trend will reverse as soon as
the economy picks up again.
• Rememberance
Muskie memorial set
for Sunday at Bates
LEWISTON (AP) —
King and Sen. William Cohen will be
among those paying tribute to Edmund S.
Muskie at a memorial service Sunday at
Bates College, his alma mater.
The service, which is open to the pub-
lic, is scheduled for 1 p.m. in the Bates
Chapel.
Muskie, a former governor, senator
and secretary of state, died in Washing-
ton on March 26 at age 81. After a funeral
Mass in Bethesda, Md., he was buried at
Arlington National Cemetery.
The service will be conducted by Rev.
Joseph Gerry, Roman Catholic bishop of
Gov. Angus Maine. The eulogists will be Muskie's
son Stephen, Bates President Donald Har-
ward, U.S. District Judge Frank Coffin,
Muskie supporter Shepard Lee, former
Sen. George Mitchell, King and Cohen.
Following the service, the public is
invited to take guided tours of the Ed-
mund S. Muskie Archives on the Bates
campus.
The archives contain records of Musk-
ie' s 32-year career in public life, from his
days as a young Maine legislator to his
service as secretary of state in the Carter
administration and his campaigns for
president and vice president.
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• Business
Maine trade delegation heads to Quebec
AUGUSTA (AP) — In hopes of expand-
ing Maine's business activity with its largest
neighbor, Gov. Angus King will lead a trade
mission Thursday to Quebec, where he will
meet with Premier Lucien Bouchard and
address business leaders.
Accompanying King on his second for-
eign trade mission will be former Gov. Ken-
neth Curtis, who is a former U.S. ambassa-
dor to Canada, and at least 85 business
leaders.
The purpose of one-day visit to Quebec
is to strengthen cross-border ties and im-
prove trade opportunities for Maine busi-
nesses, said King.
"I look at this as a networking thing,"
said Robert Schinas, chief executive officer
of Rangeley Mill Inc., who will make the
trip. His company, which employs 11, man-
ufactures custom cases and cedar furniture.
Schinas said he will look for potential
customers, new sources of raw materials,
opportunities to do work for a Quebec com-
pany and possible new products to make.
Organizers, which include the Maine
Chamber & Business Alliance, the Maine
World Trade Association and various cul-
tural and economic-development organiza-
tions, say the full potential for Maine-Que-
bec trade has not been realized.
About 40 percent of Maine's Canadian
exports go to Quebec, which is a strong
reciprocal trading partner. The total Maine-
Canadian trade relationship was valued last
year at $400 million.
"Our economic future is very dependent
• Investigation
Prison employee quits
after racial allegations
THOMASTON (AP) — A Maine State
Prison employee accused of donning a Ku
Klux Klan-like hood at the prison has re-
signed, Warden Jeffrey Merrill said Tuesday.
"It was a white handkerchief, but it
was done to mimic a hood," said Merrill.
Merrill would not identify the em-
ployee accused of the incident on Mon-
day or say what position the employee
held at the Thomaston prison.
He said the alleged racial incident
happened in the morning Monday and
that the employee had quit by the end of
the day.
An investigation into the allegations
is continuing.
Last year, a counselor at the Maine
Youth Center was fired after he put a
white pillowcase over his head and en-
tered the cell of a black teen-ager.
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on the ability of Maine businesses to expand
their markets, distribution networks and
manufacturing capabilities," King said in a
statement released Tuesday.
King last October led a 10-day trade
mission including about two dozen Maine
business leaders to Japan, where the goal
was to initiate relationships. King did not set
out to bring home signed deals.
The Quebec trip is the second of its kind.
Last year's Co-Entreprise '95 networking
conference in Lewiston brought together more
than 250 Maine and Quebec companies.
"Last year was really creating the
spirit," said Maine chamber President
Dana Connors. "This (conference) is
building the substance. This is a trade
mission."
Thursday's Co-Entreprise '96 is being
held in collaboration with a major Quebec
business trade show that is expected to draw
200 exhibitors and about 6,000 visitors.
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper The Maine Campus
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Performance
Dylan gives Orono something to remember
By James Wright
Style Editor
Yes to dance beneath the diamond sky
with one hand waving free...
When Bob Dylan played "Mr. Tam-
bourine Man" for an inspired crowd Mon-
day night at the Maine Center for the
Arts, it was a magical moment for music,
as the living legend himself rocked a
capacity crowd until he could rock no
more.
For many of the first-timers to the
Bob Dylan experience, it will be an un-
forgettable night of music from the most
influential performer of our time. The
most anticipated event of the year was
everything but disappointing.
The show started at 9 p.m. with Aimee
The sound of everybody
singing "Everybody
must get stoned" was a
beautiful thing indeed.
Mann as the first performer of the evening.
Her set was an exhibition of diversity, as
she and her bandmates used several dif-
ferent instruments to achieve her laid-
back sound. Besides the normal rock in-
struments, they featured an accordion on
a couple of the opening acoustic songs.
The show started out slowly and got
progressively more rocking. Mann, who
once fronted 'Til Tuesday back in the
'80s, showed some talent as she put down
her acoustic guitar for a bass.
Mann played for about 40 minutes, and
her set was well appreciated, but everyone
was itching for Bob to take the stage.
The mojo himself took the stage to a
rousing ovation, and things got off to a
rockin' start. Bob and his band started
out with one of his newer tunes, with Bob
and his harp just wailing away. As soon
as he grabbed a guitar, they played a
couple that everyone could recognize,
"All Along the Watchtower" and "Just
Like a Woman."
What was amazing about the show
was hearing these tunes in a brand new
way, as Dylan's band tended to jam out
most of the songs into rock anthems.
Having a legend on the stage before your
eyes wasn't bad either.
The most magical part of the evening
came when they all picked up acoustic
instruments, especially the double bass
that added an unexpected touch of class.
The first song was "Mr. Tambourine
Man," which was greeted with over-
whelming applause, and was followed by
the dark and eerie "Masters of War."
With two guitars, the double bass and a
• On video
The picks on
By Greg Dowling
Staff Writer
Here are some short reviews of some
of the new video releases available to
help you sort through the crap.
"Strange Days"—Starring Ralph Fi-
ennes, Angela Bassett, Tom Sizemore
and Juliette Lewis
This sleek cyberthriller stars Fiennes
("Schindler's List") as a technology
smuggler who sells advanced computer
equipment on the black market. He has
come across a device that wires into the
cerebral cortex, making imaginary expe-
riences seem real. Things go afoul when
people start using it for murder, rape and
other dastardly deeds. Bassett is a secu-
rity officer who assists Fiennes in his
struggle to stop the killers before they get
to his ex-girlfriend (Lewis).
"Strange Days" is provocative and
inventive. Director Kathryn Bigelow
("Point Break") sets an interesting atmo-
sphere, just a few days before the turn of
the century, a time which many theorize
will mark the end of the world. The daz-
zling production values and action are
excellent, as is the acting by Fiennes and
Bassett. The film is only marred by a few
dull subplots and a genuinely awful per-
formance by Juliette Lewis (she actually
tries to sing). Grade: B.
"A Walk in the Clouds"—Starring
Keanu Reeves, Aitana Sanchez-Gijon,
home flicks
Giancarlo Giannni and Anthony Quinn
Reeves stars as Paul, a young GI, who
has returned home from World War II,
and by a twist of fate meets Victoria
(played by the radiant Gijon), who is
pregnant, unwed and afraid to return home
because of her father's reaction to this
news. Being the good hearted man he is,
Paul offers to pose as her husband for a
day, and then sneak off in the night so
that her family will think he left her,
leaving her in the clear. After they enter
the Mexican-American vineyard, a lush-
ly beautiful countryside, they find them-
selves indulging in their own lies.
Director Alfonso Arau ("Like Water
for Chocolate") has created a rich and
moving love story here. The cinematog-
raphy is breathtaking, and the richly de-
tailed sets and locations are beautiful.
Arau also manages to get a good perfor-
mance out of Reeves, which is no easy
task. Gijon is mesmerizing and sexy, and
she and Reeves spark each other into
wildfire on the screen. This film is a
treasure. Grade: A.
"The Tie That Binds"—Starring
Moira Kelly, Keith Carradine, Daryl Han-
nah, Vincent Spano and Julia Devin.
This grisly little thriller stars Carra-
dine and Hannah as John and Leanne
Netherwood, two white trash killers who
are arrested one night while robbing an
elderly couple's house. The killers' six-
year-old daughter, Janie (Devin), who
See PICKS on page 9
mandolin, the acoustic songs provided
for the true shining moments of the show.
Dylan wasn't the most audible person
ever heard. He also tends to drastically
change the meter of the lyrics, giving each
song an entirely different feel. If the cho-
ruses were not familiar, there would be no
way of knowing what he was saying. De-
spite this single shortcoming, which was
accounted for prior to the show, the per-
Dylan's band tended to
jam out most of the
songs into rock anthems.
formance was near flawless.
There were a few surprises during the
evening. First, the value of the front-
row seats dropped dramatically in value
after hoards of dancers filled the space
between the front row and the stage.
Those people in the seats got more than
they bargained for; instead of seeing
Dylan up close and personal, they saw a
bunch of sweaty backs, but hey, if the
kids want to dance...
Next was the appearance of some fa-
miliar non-Dylan tunes. To the delight of
everyone, Dylan broke out "Friend of the
Devil" in acoustic magic. Jerry and Bob
were good friends, and for him to sing a
song like that is a fitting and heartfelt
tribute. Dylan is never considered to be
much of a soloing guitarist, but he played
some impressive leads all night.
How many encores can one audience
take? The appreciative crowd kept beg-
ging for it, and Dylan provided three
encores to cap off a perfect evening.
Dylan looked like he was having fun
walking around the stage so he kept com-
ing back for more.
"Alabama Getaway," another Grate-
ful Dead song, "It Ain't Me" with the
acoustics again and "Rainy Day Wom-
en," the song that everybody knows at
least the chorus to, rounded out a com-
plete night of first-rate entertainment.
The sounds of everybody singing "Ev-
erybody must get stoned" was a beautiful
thing indeed.
It's good to see that Dylan is still
crazy after all these years. He may be 54
years old and losing what's left of his
vocal chords, but he's still Bob Dylan
and that cannot ever be replaced.
How Profound!
Nils Benjamin and Amy Oliver attend the opening night of the Student Art
Show at Carnegie Hall Friday night. (Langille Photo.)
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they drag around with them, is taken into
the custody of the state and put up for
adoption. She is adopted by Russell and
Dana Clifton (Spano and Kelly), a nice
couple that want to give Janie a new life,
but her parents will stop at nothing to get
her back.
"The Tie That Binds" is a gripping
and suspenseful thriller. It explores the
anxieties of adoption very realistically
and features good performances from a
strong cast. Carradine makes a truly ma-
rauding and scary killer and Devin is
good as Janie. This film's visual style is
haunting and its bloody climax is a real
nail-biter. Grade: B+.
"The Scarlet Letter"—Starring Demi
Moore, Gary Oldman, Robert Duvall and
Joan Plowright.
"The Scarlet Letter" tells the story of
Hester Prynne, a married woman who
falls madly in love with the local minis-
ter, Arthur Dimmesdale (Oldman), and is
impregnated by him. Hester's adultery is
discovered when her pregnancy is re-
vealed. As attrition, she must wear a red
"A" on her chest for the rest of her days.
Things get worse when husband Roger
returns to town and denounces her and
the child.
Roland Joffe's telling of Nathaniel
Hawthorne's novel is much different and
the film fell under intense criticism as a
result, but "The Scarlet Letter" is no-
where near as bad as it is reputed. For
people who can't bear Hawthorne's di-
sastrously languid writing style, this film
will be a relief.
Grade: B.
"Never Talk to Strangers"—Star-
ring Rebecca DeMornay, Antonio Ban-
deras, Dennis Miller and Harry Dean
Stanton
This erotic thriller tells the story of a
criminal psychologist (DeMornay) who
is being stalked by a madman that may be
the new beau in her life (Banderas), a
jealous neighbor (Miller) or a serial rap-
ist that she is treating. Yikes!
This thriller from stage director Peter
Hall is so seriously inept and poor that
it's a wonder of nature that it has such a
top-flight cast. "Never Talk To Strang-
ers" has a few interesting moments, such
as the clever final twist and the surreal
love scenes. The actors try like hell to
make you care, but the film is far too
campy with its laughable climax and ob-
noxious musical score that we never take
a moment seriously. It plays more like a
USA world premiere movie, and not a
particularly good one at that. Actors of
DeMornay's and Banderas' caliber de-
serve a lot better than this. Grade: D-.
NEIGHBOR
A: An instant classic
B: Very good
C: Could have been better
D: Why did I see this again?
F: So bad it hurts
Volunteer.
American Heart
Association
• Java
Guide for the daily grind
By Kristen Coffey
Special to The Campus
It's the tantalizing aroma you look for-
ward to every morning. The hot, wonderful-
ly-scented liquid awakes the senses of peo-
ple across America and motivates them to
start their day. That liquid is coffee.
Everyone seems to have a theory about
how to keep their coffee tasting as good as it
smells. Jim Trimble, president of Coffee
Express, has a theory he thinks keeps his
customers satisfied.
All the confusion about the best way to
store your coffee can be easily cleared. Trim-
ble's tasty coffee tips reveal the art of keep-
ing coffee flavorful.
Myth: Freeze your coffee to preserve
the taste and flavor.
Trimble Tip: Never freeze coffee. When
you do, it forces the oils to separate, which
deteriorates the taste. When it thaws, it be-
comes wet. Only freeze if you're going on a
long trip.
Myth: Any coffee filter will do.
Trimble Tip: Oil is essential for taste.
Only the gold filters allow the oils to pass
through into the coffee during brewing,
which provides ultimate flavor.
Myth: There is no difference between
buying coffee beans or ground coffee.
Trimble Tip: The freshest tasting cof-
fee is coffee you grind immediately before
brewing. As soon as you grind the beans, the
taste starts to deteriorate.
Myth: It's OK to store coffee in the
fridge.
Trimble Tip: Coffee was used long be-
fore baking soda to absorb odors. If you put
a bag of coffee next to onions, the coffee will
taste like onions. Never store coffee in the
fridge.
Now that you know the facts, Trimble
sums up the best way to ensure a fresh,
flavorful start to the day.
For the ultimate cup of coffee:
• Keep coffee stored in an airtight con-
tainer in a cool, dark place.
• Buy beans instead of grounds.
• Buy only one pound at a time.
• Use coffee as soon as possible. Coffee
more than three weeks old has lost its flavor.
• Grind the beans right before you brew.
• Always use fresh, cool water to brew.
If you follow Trimble's tips, your taste
buds will thank you.
"Remember, coffee goes bad like any-
thing else if you don't store it correctly," he
said. "If you leave a piece of cake out, it gets
stale. So does coffee."
The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper The Maine Campus
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• Commentaries
No one likes a drunk
The bands are gearing up, the mind-
altering substances are being purchased
and the campus is being locked down to
protect its residents.
Bumstock is here again. The annual
two-day music festival is a time when
local talent can sing their hearts out to
the screaming hordes of students who
splash their way through the mud and
muck above Hilltop.
Although the concert can be fun, the
preparations to ensure the safety of cam-
pus residents should not be necessary at
an institution of higher learning that is
supposedly full of intelligent students.
In years past, dorms have been locked
for the full weekend, and everyone liv-
ing in those dorms had to register guests.
One year, a friend of mine had his car
damaged by someone for no discern-
ible reason.
According to Public Safety, Bum-
stock weekend has the highest rate of
property damage, assaults and drunk
driving. Many on campus look for ex-
cuses to leave, either because they can't
study with all the commotion, or be-
cause they just don't want to be around
those who have had their minds chemi-
cally altered.
Educated minds should know better.
Drinking, when done responsibly, can
be a somewhat enjoyable social exer-
cise. When someone abuses alcohol,
they're just a public nuisance. So to
those who plan to get as drunk as possi-
ble this weekend — grow up. If Bum-
stock is so fun, you should be able to
remember it the next day. Bumstock
should be about music and hanging out
with your fellow students, not about
getting as wasted as you can and de-
stroying university property.
(P. Cook)
Scalp the scalpers
Through the grapevine I heard that
someone was selling Bob Dylan tickets
for $175. $175 for a $25 ticket? That's
a 700 percent markup! In what way is
selling a ticket for that much justified?
There has got to be a better way to
make money. The University of
Maine saw one of the dirtiest busi-
nesses at its finest with the arrival of
a rock legend. Not only is scalping
tickets illegal, but it is one of the
more detestable forms of business in
entertainment.
A person like Bob Dylan comes
around once in a lifetime. A lot of
people would do just about anything
to see this show. It's too bad that
tickets weren't available for every-
body, but you've got these people
who buy a whole mess of tickets
with no intention for personal use
and sell the rest of them for an out-
landish amount of cash, taking ad-
vantage of those who couldn't stand
in line at 7 a.m.
There are the honest people out
there who sell them for face value,
and I commend them for that. But to
use someone else's name and reputa-
tion to illegally make a profit is
wrong, it is called appropriation, a
criminal offense punishable by jail.
What is more amazing is that people
are allowed to advertise these shady
services in classified ad pages all over
the country.
There is no way that a Final Four
basketball tournament ticket is worth
a thousand dollars or more, and there
is no way that a Bob Dylan ticket
should be sold for more than it is
worth. But that is where the crimi-
nality of it all lies — some have a
different perspective on what is right
and wrong. Anyone who would pay
that much to see any performance
deserves to go to jail as well.
(J. Wright)
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• Letters to the Editor
• Racism abound
To the Editor:
My name is Andrei Schneller and I am one of
the few people of color at the University of Maine
at Orono.
In light of the recent rhetoric concerning mi-
nority groups on campus, I feel that I must speak-
out against the subtle racism which occurs in Rec
Sports.
I am the only person of color who plays floor
hockey. Recently I have been subjected unfairly
to penalties while "white" players have received
no calls for similar actions. In one game, I ques-
tioned a call in which accidentally my stick was
knocked upwards and cut an opponent in the
head. This incident was not noticed immediately
• We are not perfect
To the Editor:
I am responding to the article in the Mon-
day, April 15 Maine Campus entitled "Religion
Helps AIDS Patient Cope with Disease." I
thought that it was well written and that, except
for one point, it was very accurate. The remark
that was misunderstood stated that, "Sawyer
made a pact with God, and now repays God by
spreading his word to others..." Steve did say
that when he asked for God's help, he made a
deal with him. He said, "if you help me, I'll
help you." However, he later stated that since
he has learned the true nature of God, he knows
that he does not have to "repay" God. He said
that he speaks to college students because he
wants to share the hope that he found in God
and that he no longer thinks of it as a deal.
This is important to me because a common
misconception of Christianity is that we have to
earn God's love and eternal life by "being good"
and doing "good" deeds. The truth is that God
already loves us, but we are separated from him
because we, as humans, are not perfect; we do
have sin in our lives. The natural penalty for sin
is death, both physical and spiritual, and this is
why Jesus died on the cross for us. He was the
only one who was perfect, and therefore able to
pay that penalty for us so that we could have a
personal relationship with God. This was not
earned by us, it was a gift just God's love and
the only thing that we have to do is accept his
gift so that it is ours.
The reason that I am writing about this is
that I think it is important that people not feel
that if a prayer is answered or they get a gift
from God; that it needs to be repaid. There is no
way for us to repay God. We are not perfect.
Jennifer Price
Junior Zoology Major
by the student referees. The referees only became
aware of the incident when the player who was hit
began dripping blood on the floor. The referees
proceeded to call a major penalty on my team, but
since they didn't know who committed the foul,
they made my team choose someone to take the
penalty. I admitted to the penalty, and so I served it.
When I tried to talk to the referee about the call,
he ignored me. Even after I explained the rule,
which the referee appeared to be ignorant about, no
official explanation was given for the call. I feel that
since I expressed a sense of knowledge greater than
that of the white, I was forever condemned.
I was called for a marginal foul later in the same
game. No other players received penalties in the
game. Just last night, I was again subjected to unfair
treatment by a white referee. I play rough, but so do
others. I just want to see fair and equal refereeing.
This is just another aspect of the subtle racism
which occurs on campus. I hope someone takes
notice and does something about it.
Andrei Schneller
Orono
• The Boston Marathon
To the Editor:
As a graduate student here at the University of
Maine and an athlete, I would like to express my
disappointment at your lack of coverage at one of
the biggest events in the Northeast and nation this
year, the Boston Marathon. Over 38,000 runners
from all 50 states and numerous countries contrib-
uted to the incredible even. While I recognize the
fact that long distance running may not be consid-
ered as stimulating as a sport as our national past
time, or provide the internationally recognized
excitement of gold, distance running is something
in which anyone can participate. This year marked
the 100th running of the greatest marathon in the
world. Several members of the Maine community
participated in this wonderful celebration of run-
ning, and the Maine Campus, a campus newspa-
per, failed to recognize the event with so much as
one paragraph. I realize that space is limited, but
an event that included members of the community
should be listed, or at least given some passing
mention after the fact.
I, for one, expected some type of coverage of
an event that occurred less than 300 miles away
and included athletes from this very campus.
Before you include such vital information as the
Anthony Mason incident at a New York night-
club or two columns of Nick Faldo coverage,
please consider events closer to home, involving
Maine residents.
Douglas Hodum
Milford
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24
Workshop: The Journey to U.S. Citizenship
• 8:45 a.m.-2:15 p.m. • Corbett Business Building • Offered by
the Office of International Programs • For more information
call 581-2905
Maine Day Charity Concert
• 12:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m. • On the Lawn Across from the Maine
Day Barbeque, College Ave. • FREE Admission • Sponsored by
Sigma Nu and Beta Theta Pi • Featuring Mohair Suit, Brown
Hornet • For more information call 581-4167
Baseball: UMaine vs. UMass
• 3:00 p.m. • Admisssion fee • Call
581-BEAR for more information
Meeting: Faculty Senate
• 3:15 p.m. • Lown Room, Memorial Union • For more
information call 581-1167
THURSDAY, APRIL 25
Native American Bead Work Session
• 3:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m. • Wabanaki Center, Dunn Hall
• Sponsored by Americans at UMaine • Contact Rick at 581-
8749 for more information
FRIDAY, APRIL 26
Softball: UMaine vs. Towson State
• 12:00 p.m. • Call 581-BEAR for more information
Performance: UMaine Jan Ensemble
• 12:15 p.m. • Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union • Part of the Union
Board TGIF music series • Call 581-1820
for more information
Speaker: "Diode Laser Spectropy of Atoms and Molecules"
• 3:10 p.m. • 140 Bennett Hall • A Department of Physics and
Astronomy Colloquium • Call 581-1039
Seminar: "Genetic Dissection of Memory"
• 3:10 p.m. • 300 Murray Hall • Part of the Zoology/MFRI Joint
Seminar Series • Call 581-2540 for more information
Special Event: Annual ROTC Military Ball
• 6:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m. • Blacke Bear Inn • Tickets Available
• Sponsored by Scabbard and Blade Military Honor Society
• For more information contact Major Wally Smyth at 581-1126
SATURDAY, APRIL 27
Baseball: UMaine vs. University of New Hampshire
• 12:00 p.m. • Admission fee • Call 581-BEAR for more
information
SUNDAY, APRIL 28
Softball: UMaine vs. Delaware
• 12:00 p.m. • Call 581-BEAR for more information
Baseball: UMaine vs. University of New Hampshire
• 12:00 p.m. • Admission fee • Call 581-BEAR for more
information
Performance: Much Ado About Nothing
• 7:00 p.m. • Hutchins Concert Hall • Admission fee
• Part of the Maine Center of the Performing
Arts Performance Season • Call 581-1755 for more
information
MONDAY, APRIL 29
Seminar: "Atlantic Salmon in New England"
• 12:00 p.m. • 204 Hutchins Hall • Part of the Wildlife Ecology
Seminar Series • Call 581-2862 for more information
TUESDAY, APRIL 30
Speaker: "Modeling Excited State Chemical Reactions in Solution"
• 11:00 a.m. • 316 Aubert Hall • A Department of Chemistry
Colloquium • For more information call 581-1179
Performing Voices: "Women's Experiences of Body Rituals and
Caesarean Section Births"
• 12:15 p.m.-1:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
• Part of the Women in the Curriculum Program Lunch Series
• For more information call 581-1228
Poetry Reading
• 7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. • University Bookstore
• Call 5814700 for more information
WEEKLY MEETINGS
SUNDAYS
Meditation and Light Supper
• 5:00 p.m. • Wilson Center • For more information
call Deborah Adams at.581-8693
Sojourners
• 6:30 p.m. • Wilson Center • For more information
call Deborah Adams at 581-8693
Los Colores Unidos
• 7:00 p.m. • 1912 Room, Memorial Union • For more
information call Hassiba Gonzales at 866-0518
NAACP Chapter Meeting (Last Sunday of each month)
• 7:00 p.m. • Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union • For
more information call James Varner at 581-1808
MONDAYS
Off Campus Board
• 3:00 p.m. • Ham Room, Memorial Union
• For more information call 581-1840
Bumstock
• 4:00 p.m. • Ham Room, Memorial Union
Smoking Cessation Group
• 4:00 p.m. • Cutler Health Center • Free for students
• For more information call Maureen Henry or Rick
Kochis at 581-4031
Student Entertainment Activities Board
• 4:00 p.m. • Senior Skulls Room, Memorial Union
• For more information call Darryl at 581-1840
Maine Vocals
• 5:00 p.m. • Old Town Room, Memorial Union
• For more information call Ben Meiklejohn at 581-6355
Amateur Radio Club
• 5:00 p.m. • Merrill Hall basement • For more
information call Aaron at 866-5759
Maine Animal Club
• 5:00 p.m. • 206 Rogers Hall • For more information
call Cathy Show at 581-6330
Circle K Club
• 6:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
• For more information call Angie at 827-5998
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Discussion Group
• 6:30 p.m.-8:00 p.m. • Honors Center, Seminar Room
• For more information call the Counseling Center at
581-1392 or TDD at 581-6126
Amateur Radio License Course
• 7:00 p.m. • 123 Barrows • Free to anyone
Interested • For more information call Aaron at 866-
5759
Student Wildlife Society (First Monday of each month)
• 7:00 p.m. • 204 Nutting Hall • For more information
call Jeff Jacobs at 866-2731
TUESDAYS
College Republicans
• 5:00 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
• For more information call Marc Oliver at 581-8838
General Student Senate
• 6:00 p.m. • Damn Yankee, Memorial Union
• For more information call Ben Meiklejohn at 581-1774
Guest Lecture Series
• 7:00 p.m. • Old Town Room, Memorial Union
Poetry Readings (First and third Tuesdays of each month)
• 8:00 p.m. • Peabody Lounge, Memorial Union
• Sponsored by the Maine Review • For more
information call Jim Billings at 945-3188
WEDNESDAYS
Earth Week '96 Planning Team
• 12 noon • 1912 Room, Memorial Union • For
more information contact Scott Wilkerson at 581-
3300 or scotLwilkerson@voyager.umeres.maine.edu
Maine Peace Action Committee
• 4:00 p.m. • Virtue Room, The Maples • For more
information call Jerry Turcotte at 866-4651
Student Environmental Action Coalition
• 5:00 p.m. • 1912 Room, Memorial Union • For more
information call Tom at 866-3352
Student Alumni Association
• 5:30 p.m. • Crossland Alumni Center
• For more information call 581-1140
College Democrats
• 6:00 p.m. • Ham Room, Memorial Union • For
more information call Jeremy Potter at 866-2617
Open Discussion on the Baha'i Faith
• 6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m. • Drummond Chapel • For
more information call Cara Smith at 581-7061
Union Board
• 6:30 p.m. • Totman Lounge, Memorial Union
Franco-American Resource Opportunity Group
• 7:00 p.m. • Franco-American Center • For more
information call Robert Daigle at 581-3764
The Outing Club
• 7:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
• For more information call Chris Corwin at 581-4453
THURSDAYS
Wilson Center Midday Song Fest
• 12 noon • Drummond Chapel • For more
information call Deborah Adams at 581-8963
UMaine Green Party
• 4:00 p.m. • Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union • For
more information call Ben at 581-6355
Non-Traditional Student Coffee Hour
• 3:15 p.m.-4:30 p.m. • Commuter Lounge
• For more information call 581-1820
"A Taste of Home Potluck"
• 5:30 p.m. • Wilson Center
College Republicans
• 5:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
Wilde Stein Club
• 6:30 p.m. • Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
• For more information contact Brooke or Randy at
581-1596
The Maine Event: Campus Crusade for Christ
• 7:30 p.m. • Damn Yankee, Memorial Union
FRIDAYS
Friends of Bill W.
• 12 noon • Old Town Room, Memorial Union
UMaine Muslim Student Group
• 12 noon-2:00 p.m. • Drummond Chapel
Prisoners of Gender
• 1:15 p.m. • Davis Room, Memorial Union
• For more information call Craig at 827-8118
Women's Center
• 2:30 p.m.-4:00 p.m. • 101 Fernald Hall
• For more information call 581-1508
International Coffee Hour
• 4:00 p.m. • Peabody Lounge • For more
information call 581-2905
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
• 7:00 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
The Campus Crier
is a student-run calendar--a service provided by ASAP
Media Services for students at the University of Maine.
The Campus Crier
will run your listing of student-related events or activities for
free. To get your listing in the next issue, contact the
coordinator of the Campus Crier, Nate Larlee, at 425
Chadbourne Hall, or at 581-4359. You may also email Nate at
Nate_Larlee@voyagerumeres.maine.edu
Look for the Campus Crier Online:
http://inferno.asap.um.maine.edu/crier/
The deadline is the Monday before the
listings appear.
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Get your copy of the
1995 U.EKSIr C
Today!
CD
Save 5 dollars! Just bring this
coupon to the OCB office (third floor,
Memorial Union) and get your own
copy for only $5!
Orr GICDP(15
ARD
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9:00-10:00
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Saturday,
12:00-12:30
12:30-1:00
1:00-L30
h30-2:00
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3:00-3:30
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Alien Fame
Wilbur
soup Sandwich
Jeremy Potter
Jen Spingla
The Brown Hornet
spoken Four
manna
Cana' Joe
New Nile Orchestra
6 oppic„„s,
April 27
Puckerbrush Cat
Avant Garden
Chickenbungus
Blackstone
Cyberhicks
Face Down
Mohair suit
Adam White
Somethin' Simple
Swinging Blue
Matadors
Boy Wonder
Native
Mocha Java
Chucklehead
Chiaband
doesn't fit in with the wholesome Disney
image. If Grant wants to be able to preach
hate over the airwaves, he's going to have
to find another medium. Perhaps Rush
Limbaugh needs a sidekick on the Excel-
lence in Broadcasting network, a network
perfectly suited to Grant, as it is dedicat-
ed to lies and divisiveness.
Decency is something that has been
lacking in talk radio for some time and
it's encouraging to see that a major me-
dia organization finally had the guts to do
something about it. The quality of talk
radio has gone downhill and the residents
of Maine certainly shouldn't consider
themselves lucky to hear Imus in the
morning, a show which features the most
unoriginal of political satire and is solely
dedicated to the enormous ego of its host.
Limbaugh, Imus and Grant do have a
few things in common. One is a shared
delusion that what they say is the truth
because they believe it to be so. Another
is a belief that they are influencing great
numbers of people with their idiotic ban-
ter. The last is a huge ego. If there's one
thing bigger than Rush Limbaugh, it's
his ego.
Limbaugh is dangerous. He courts the
disgruntled conservatives with red necks
and white collars who sadly wield politi-
cal muscle.
Imus is harmless. He may be both bor-
ing and annoying with his constant self-
promotion, but he's too shallow to appeal
to the liberal audience to which he caters
his anti-political rhetoric.
Grant, however, is gone. He may be a
professional martyr to his sociopathic and
racist fans, but at least he won't be able
to spread hate throughout a city sorely in
need of inclusion and acceptance. Good
riddance to Mr. Grant.
Jeff Tuttle is a senior journalism
major.
Correction
Friday's Maine Campus wrongly as-
serted that a motion to transfer $2,500
from the Student Entertainment and Ac-
tivities board to the Residents on Cam-
pus board failed. The motion presented
by ROC president Jennifer Nelson did in
fact pass.
• On Second Thought
Turn off your TV
Jeff Teunisen
How do people find out
there's a National TV-
Turnoff Week if it's not
advertised on television?
Maybe it's a rhetorical
question. Possibly the lo-
cal and national news did an in-depth 20-
second blurb about the event, but I wonder if
people really watch the news to find out the
news, or if they watch it just to say they
they're up on current events.
In any event, an estimated 3 million peo-
ple are expected to take part in the second
annual TV-Turnoff Week that starts today,
but it won't be easy. Television is every-
where.
I was feeling a little rough around the
edges yesterday morning so I went to see
Dick, a local barber. There's something spe-
cial about a barber who is open for business
at 6:30 a.m. and isn't afraid to take the clip-
pers to my ever-balding head. Personally,
Dick hasn't seemed to change a bit since I
first started going to him years ago, but his
shop has. It used to be that tall fishing tales
and old Popular Mechanics magazines were
enough to keep people occupied while wait-
ing for their turn, but times are surely chang-
ing. Now a new television whisks his pa-
trons away from their boredom as they wait
for an open seat. But it's not Dick's fault, he
That's the problem.
When it comes to
baseball, I have no
will power.
has to keep up with the times.
After five minutes in the chair and a good
conversation with Dick ending with a vacu-
um sucking up errant hairs, I headed off to
the office. The office is always nice early in
the morning. Jeff Tuttle arrived shortly after
me and proceeded to cuss-out the coffee
maker that overflowed once again, no doubt
sending him back to his office for a little
Today Show, as I sat in front of my own
television -- the computer.
Which brings me back.to escaping from
television for a week. I have to wonder if it is
possible.
I might hit the local gin-mill tonight and
throw back one or two, toss a few coins into
the juke and shoot some pool. If the bar
doesn't have the television on. It's just not
the same smoke-filled ambiance with news-
caster Rory Johnston's voice instead of
Johnie Cash's in the background. Or maybe
I'll hit a local hot spot for a south of the
border treat and some good conversation,
that is if they don't have ESPN on. It's
distracting, actually I do want to watch the
The first mention of
television turned my
stomach.
Sox try to take another from Minnesota, and
I will if it's on. That's the problem. When it
comes to baseball I have no will power.
Incomprehensible is America's fascina-
tion with the tube. I must say I've never
heard anyone say "Remember that time when
we were watching that show...that was great!"
It just doesn't happen.
Maybe one of the biggest reasons I'm
still kicking myself for not saving up enough
cash to go camping over spring break was
that through camping and northern Maine I
realized how insignificant television can be
and what a good feeling I get when I go for
extended periods without it. In Georgia last
year during spring break, my friends and I
camped, caught some great fish, saw some
inspiring sights and read some great books.
It took a lot for us to pack up and head back
north to school. As for the past two Thanks-
givings spent in the north woods of Maine
with nothing but nature, novels, food and
cribbage to keep us busy, we needed nothing
more to entertain us. The first mention of
television turned my stomach.
So now it seems that for National TV-
Free Week to actually work for me, I'll have
to travel and get away from the grind. But
before I leave I'll have to grab a bite to eat,
but not at the Den. I won't have anyone to
talk to—everyone will be preoccupied with
the big-screened monster.
Jeff Teunisen is a senior journalism
major.
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• From the Left
Good riddance to the bum
Jeff Tuttle
Talk radio finally
showed its listeners that
it had some class when
WABC in New York
fired its ultra-conserva-
tive host Bob Grant, af-
ter he gloated about the
plane crash that killed Commerce Secre-
tary Ron Brown. Grant, in keeping with
his whiny Republican persona, now has
the audacity to call himself a victim who
was stripped of his microphone in the
name of political correctness.
Grant, who, believe it or not, is one
notch above Rush Limbaugh on the racist
scale, certainly deserved to be canned af-
ter publicly hoping that Brown did not
survive the crash which claimed the lives
of 16 people. Now that he's devoted all
his spare time to crying about the per-
ceived loss of his First Amendment rights,
he's forgotten about the fact that the man-
agement at Capital Cities/ABC (recently
acquired by the Walt Disney Co.) has
those same rights, and they exercised
theirs to say, "You're fired."
If there's one thing
bigger than Rush
Limbaugh, it's his
ego.
Because the Constitution doesn't read
that Disney shall make no law abridging
the freedom of speech, Grant doesn't have
a leg to stand on. In fact, he is lucky he
wasn't fired sooner. Grant has demon-
strated his ignorance on many occasions
prior to his tasteless remarks involving
the late Ron Brown, calling blacks "sav-
ages," gays "perverted misfits" and sug-
gesting that the drowning of Haitian boat
people would solve at least part of Amer-
ica's immigration troubles.
Any true believer in the First Amend-
ment would support Grant's right to say
whatever he pleases, but this doesn't mean
that his employer has to provide him with
a pulpit from which to spout his racist
remarks. Wishing people dead certainly
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Wednesday, April 24
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Ma-
jor changes will take place in your life over
the next 12 months, the kind of changes you
would like to avoid at the time they are hap-
pening but which will have done you the
world of good once they are over.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Chang-
ing things for the sake of it is both silly and
hazardous. If something isn't broken, why
try to fix it? You of all people know how
and when to act. Now you must learn how
and when to leave things alone.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You
can't change a difficult situation to make it
more palatable. All you can do is deal with it
as best as you can. Changes in your working
environment may be worrying, but in the
long term you'll be glad you were forced to
look in a new direction. '
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Why are
you so determined to look on the gloomy
side of things when there's so much to be
happy about? Hasn't it occurred to you that
if you present a discontented face to the world
you make it difficult for others to approach
you?
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Even if
there's a huge sense of urgency about a cer-
tain situation, you must resist the temptation
to make any kind of snap decision. Financial
matters should be handled with care. Noth-
ing is what it seems to be at the moment.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Certain things
are going out of your life, and, if you're
sensible, you'll speed them on their way.
You of all people should know that nothing
stays the same forever, there is always some-
thing better ahead.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): You are
too practical to be taken in by vague promis-
es of a bright new future. Your critical fac-
ulties have temporarily deserted you, leaving
you open to persuasion. If you want to be-
lieve in something, believe in yourself.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Something
which appeared so simple just a few short
days ago, now looks complicated. Either
that or you aren't as confident in your abili-
ties as you thought you were. Whatever the
reason, don't make any hasty decisions. The
outlook will be brighter later in the week.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): The
more time and effort you pour into a certain
situation, the worse it appears to get. Slow
down and take things easy for a while. You'll
enjoy life more if you learn to stop worrying
about things over which you have no control.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): If
you lose your temper today with someone
you usually get along with, it's a sign you're
working too hard. Everyone needs time to
relax and enjoy the finer things in life. You
just happen to need them more than most.
Work can wait. Peace of mind can't.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Ev-
eryone has limits, and if you're sensible,
you'll see to it that you don't go beyond
what you know you're capable of. It may be
tempting to take a calculated risk, but to-
day's aspects indicate that your calculations
could be wrong, and that could be costly.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Cer-
tain areas of your private life are chaotic, but
that's no reason why your lifestyle should
grind to a halt. Concentrate on one task at a
time and don't let domestic worries detract
from your performance in another more im-
portant area.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Your
assumptions about what's right and what's
wrong may be challenged today in ways you
couldn't have foreseen. You've been fol-
lowing a certain code of behavior more out
of habit than conviction. This is a good time
to work out what you really believe in.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Thursday, April 23
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: If you
feel unhappy with your lot, then the next 12
months will be a time of great achievement. Dis-
illusion may be uncomfortable, but it's also the
catalyst that spurs you on. The last thing you
want right now is to be contented to the point of
inertia.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Don't allow
yourself to become so absorbed with financial
and business matters that you miss the loving
signals a partner has been sending you. Even if
you have good reason to be careful with money,
you can still afford to be generous in love.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): It may sad-
den you that partners or loved ones feel so unhap-
py. There's little you can do to help. The more
you try to make things better, the more depressed
he/she will become. Leave them alone and let
them work out their problems in their own time
and their own way.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): You may feel
unsure of yourself because you consciously want
to do one thing, but your subconscious mind says
you should be doing something else. Today's
stressful aspects may not improve the situation,
but they will prompt you to make a decision.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Don't just
Withdraw into your shell if things go wrong. The
way to deal with what is challenging in your life
is to meet it head on, plaCing yourself in a situa-
tion where you're forced to find a solution. You
are tougher than you think.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): The longer you
spend thinking about what course of action to
take, the harder it will be to reach a decision.
Whatever idea comes first into your mind that is
what you must do. Even if you later realize that
there was a better option available, at least you
will be moving roughly in the right direction.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): You will be
very sensitive to others' moods today, so much so
that you may prefer to by yourself for a while.
Don't force yourself to be sociable. You're un-
der no obligation to be the life of the party just to
make someone else feel good.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): However well
or however badly you deal with challenges today,
don't attach too much importance to them. In the
grand scheme of things, they will matter little.
Save your energy, both physical and emotional,
for the more serious issues which lie ahead.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Even if your
reputation appears to take a nose-dive today, your
status isn't in danger. A stressful aspect means
partners and employers are determined to find
fault with your performance, not least because
they know their own performance is lacking.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): You
won't find it difficult to cope with what appears
to be a stressful situation today. Just make sure
you don't neglect your responsibilities to such a
degree that even you have trouble catching up on
them later.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19): One of
the secrets of success is not to want it too much.
Too intense an attitude to fame and fortune not
only makes them harder to come by, but also
detracts from one's enjoyment of them when
they finally arrive. Don't lose your sense of
perspective.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): If your
instincts tell you not to ask too many questions,
then you'll have no one but yourself to blame if
you push too hard and hear something about
which you would have rather remained igno-
rant. Partners or loved ones may not mean what
they say, but that won't make it any less painful.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): There are
days when no matter how hard and fast you
work you never seem to get on top of your
schedule. This is one of them. But if you
plough through what needs to be done today,
you will find that tomorrow is far more re-
laxed. You need days like this to keep you on
your toes.
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
I Pocket bread
5 Pulitzer-winning
Ferber novel
tO At a distance
14 Land of the
Peacock
Throne
15 Novelist Louise
de la Ramee
16 Wrist-elbow
connector
17 Daughter of
Powhatan
19 "Auld Lang
20 Spellbind
21 Barbecue sites
23 Montana native
24 Become
established
25— torte
28 Throttle
31 Mr. 'iggins
32 "Land -!"
34 Gulf war missile
35 Muslim general
36 Wire measure
37 Fix
38 "—, With a Z"
40 Turns over
42 Emblem of
England
43 Midwest crop
45 Helped sail a
boat
47 Falcon-headed
deity
48 Pupil's place
49 Not concerned
with ethics
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55 Master Simpson
56 Wampanoag
chief who led a
1675-76 war
58 Instead
59 Professeur's
place
60" , vidi, vici"
61 Title
62 Seashore
features
63 Top dog
DOWN
1 Prop for Santa
2 Shade of gray
3 Savior-faire
4 Bedlam or worse
5 Oklahomans
6 Little bit
7 Dentist's
request
8 Mrs. McKinley
9 Cigarettes, in
British slang
10 Classic British
cars
11 Seneca chief
during the
American
Revolution
12 Part of A.D.
13 Charlotte and
others
18 Fabled racer
22 standstill
24 Engraved
marker
25 Elite Navy
group
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Puzzle by Julie Hess
26 Prefix with
-plasty
27 Oglala chief at
Little Big Horn
28 Cargo planks
29 Rainer of "The
Good Earth"
30 Nosed (out)
13 Service closers
39 Stopped at
Cape Canaveral
40 Applied oakum
to
41 Abrasions
42 Fidgety
44 Notable time
46 Opulent
48 Fireplace
49 Still
sleeping
so Like a stag
51 Aware of
52 Holly
53 One climbing
the walls
54 "Iliad," e.g.
57 Hospital dept.
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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News
• Decision
Jury orders Goetz to pay $46 on• •
NEW YORK (AP) — Twelve years after
he shot four black youths on a subway train,
Bernhard Goetz was ordered Tuesday to pay
$43 million to the one left paralyzed by his
final bullet, the one he told: "You don't look
so bad. Here's another."
The Bronx jury of four blacks and two
Hispanics deliberated 4 1/2 hours before
ruling unanimously that the white subway
gunman had acted recklessly and without
justification in shooting Darrell Cabey, now
30.
The jury awarded Cabey $18 million in
compensatory damages and $25 million in
punitive damages.
The chances of Cabey ever collecting
are slight. Goetz's notoriety and legal bills
have left the 48-year-old self-employed
electronics expert with little money.
The verdict came nine years after a
criminal trial in which a mostly white jury
acquitted Goetz of attempted murder and
convicted him of illegally possessing a
gun. He served 8 1/2 months in jail.
Goetz was not in the courtroom for the
verdict; he reportedly took the subway
home. A call to his home in Manhattan was
not immediately returned.
In closing arguments, Cabey' s lawyer,
Ronald Kuby, branded Goetz a murderous
racist, citing remarks Goetz made about the
four youths that he "wanted to kill them
all" and "could have gouged their eyes
out."
Kuby said: "It is as damning a chroni-
cle as one could ever have. .... How much
more proof do you need?"
His voice rising, Kuby said: "I don't
care how much you award in punitive dam-
ages. Bankrupt him. Make sure he never
enjoys life as a rich man. Make sure if he
wins the lottery, Darrell Cabey wins the
W
TI 1RFE D ,A RS
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•••
lottery."
Goetz's lawyer, Darnay Hoffman, re-
minded the jury that Cabey was quoted in a
1985 newspaper interview as saying that
his friends were about to rob Goetz because
he "looked like easy bait."
Hoffman admitted that Goetz's own
words "damned him tremendously," in-
cluding his remark that Cabey's mother
should have had an abortion and his refer-
ence at a community meeting in 1980 to
"spics and niggers."
"He's a nerd, a geek, a peckerwood, a
cracker," Hoffman said of his own client.
But Goetz was "not some cool, calculating
racist," just a frightened man, the lawyer
said.
The subway gunman case held national
attention for more than a decade, prompt-
ing debate about urban vigilantism and
race relations in New York City. The Na-
tional Rifle Association donated $40,000
toward Goetz's legal expenses.
Goetz shot Cabey and three other un-
armed young men on Dec. 22, 1984. He
later said the four were about to rob him.
The young men said they were only pan-
handling when they asked him for $5.
Goetz has said that before shooting Ca-
bey, he told the 19-year-old: "You don't
See GOETZ on page 16
Perromer 6214
8A16/ 1GB CD. 15" monitor
Its multimedia capabilities will
show you why the Mac" is one of
the most advanced computers. And
with built-in CD-ROM drive, key-
board, mouse and all the software
you'll need, it makes it easier
to bring your work to life.
Power mac- 7200/90
8/500MB, CD, 15" monitor
Makes it easy to bring the vast
new world of the Internet to your
desk. And with the Apple" Internet
Connection Kit and a modem,
you'll be surfing on the Net faster
than you can say "information
superhighway."
StyleWriter 1200
With its compact size, it fits
almost anywhere.
Making it easy to move
wherever you want to
go. And with its outstand-
ing printing quality, it
makes your work look
amazing.
Look, if you think a
talking stuffed moose is pretty
amazing, listen to this. I was hanging out with
some of the boys the other evening. One of them just
bought a new Macintosh: Evidently, Apple is offering
incredibly low campus prices on Macintosh computers
right now. So he pops in this CD-ROM. Man, you wouldn't
believe what this thing could do. No wonder the Mac
is one of the most advanced multimedia computers.
We're talking sight, sound, full-motion
video—the works. Gee, wish I
could move like that.
For more information visit us on the Internet at htlp://bed.info.apple.com/
Apply for an Apple Computer Loan. Get a Mac: Pay later.
Visit Computer Connection
28 Shibles Hall or call 581-2580
A'0 payment of principal or interest 011 be required for 90 days on the deferred Apple Computer Loan 'ger. Interest accruing during this 90-day period be added to the principal and will bear interest which will be included in the reparment schedule. The monthly payment quoted above is an estimate based on
a total loan amount of $139681 which includes a sample purchase price of $1,313 for the Peiforma 6214 system shoun above. The total loan anWlinl also includes a 60% loan origination fee Interest is variable based on the Commercial Paper Rate Plus a .p read of 635%. For example, the month of fimuary 1996
had an interest rate of 12.19% with an annual percentage rate (APR) of 13.97%. Monthly payment for the total loan amount described above would be $24 00 Monthly payment and APR shown assumes no deferment of principal and does not include state or local sales tax. Monthly payments
may vaty depending on actual computer system prices, total loan amounts, state and local sales taxes, and a change in the monthly variable interest rate. Prequalification expedites the loan process, but does not guarantee final loan approval Subsequent acceptable ivrification documents
must be received before your loan is approved. Offers shown above &vire May 15, 1996 See your caniPus store for details about the Apple Computer Loan. ©1996 Apple Computer Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, LaserWriter, Macintosh, Performa, PowerBook and Sry,leWriter are registered trademarks of
Apple Computer Inc. Mac and Pouvr Mac are trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. PowerPC isa trademark of International Business Machines Corporation, used under license therefrom. All Macintosh computers are designed to be accessible to individuals with disabili0,. lb learn more ((IS on5), call 800-6007808
or TN 800-755-0601.
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• Legislation
Senate approves major health insurance bill
unanimously passed legislation Tuesday to
protect millions of workers from losing health
insurance when they change or lose jobs. Late
additions also would create tax breaks for the
chronically ill.
The measure now goes to aEouse-Senate
conference committee to work out substantial
differences with the House. But the rare 100-
0 vote puts the full force of the Senate behind
its version as negotiators begin the blending
process.
And one controversial Senate provision —
requiring insurance companies to treat mental
illness the same as physical illness — appar-
ently won't be a problem. Senate sponsors
from both parties said it would have to come
out.
Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole worked
with Finance Chairman William Roth to ex-
pand the bill with new deductions for the self-
employed and for terminally or chronically ill
people.
The core purpose of the legislation, spon-
sored by Sens. Nancy Kassebaum, R-Kan.,
and Edward Kennedy, D-Mass, is to assure
that people who lose or change their jobs
continue to be able to purchase health insur-
ance, even if they have an existing medical
problem.
The bill does not regulate the cost of that
insurance, but would stop companies from
refusing to sell policies to workers with health
problems. The practice has prevented millions
of people changing employers or striking out
on their own.
Dole said he regretted the Senate turned back
his effort to include a House provision setting up
tax-exempt medical savings accounts, but indi-
cated he would continue to push for them.
"It's still going to be a matter in confer-
ence," said Dole, who will be on the negotiat-
ing committee.
White House officials have said President
Clinton will veto the bill if it includes medical
savings accounts.
Buyers of such insurance options would
get catastrophic health coverage — subject to
a high deductible payment before the insur-
ance kicked in. Part of the premium would go
into a tax-exempt savings account from which
routine medical expenses could be paid.
Unspent savings would earn interest, and
the account could be used for non-medical
expenses — but then would be subject to tax.
Opponents object to the tax shelter that
medical savings accounts would create and
say they would draw healthy people away
from traditional insurance pools that need
them to keep the cost of insurance affordable
for the least healthy.
The tax provisions Dole and Roth got into
the bill are non-controversial and likely to make
itthrough conference withoutdispute. The House
version also has such provisions, and the White
House has indicated no opposition.
They would increase the health insurance
deduction for self-employed people to 80 per-
cent; allow tax deductions for long-term care;
allow tax-free life insurance proceeds for the
terminally ill and allow penalty-free IRA with-
drawals for large medical expenses.
A last-minute Senate amendment that
would require insurance companies to treat
mental and physical illnesses the same is likely
to be stripped out in the negotiations with the
House.
"In order to get this through, it's got to be
free and clear of controversial amendments,"
said Kassebaum.
"That applies to the mental health," said
Kennedy. "I personally would hope it would
come up at another time and the Senate consid-
er
Dole said the mental health amendment
was "a very expensive provision. And it is
going to cause all kinds of problems. I don't
see how we can keep that in the bill."
Dole's comments on the medical savings
account provision bolstered House Republi-
cans who said they want to persuade Clinton to
accept it as a way to make health insurance
more affordable.
"I think the conference will come back
with it in and! think it will pass both the House
and the Senate." said House Majority Leader
Dick Armey, R-Texas.
However, Senate Democratic Leader Tom
Daschle pledged: "If the health care reform bill
isn't out of conference and on its way to the
president's desk in three weeks — as we passed
it, without all the special interest add-ons — we
will force it back to the Senate floor."
• Violence
Infant found in
critical condition
RICHMOND, Calif. (AP) — A 6-week-
old baby was critically injured while two
boys were stealing a bicycle from his home,
police said today. Investigators were still
trying to figure out if the boys, age 6 and 8,
meant to harm the child.
The baby, whose name was not released,
was removed from his bassinet during Mon-
day night's theft, according to police spokes-
man Mike Walters.
"We don't know just now how the baby
was injured, but he was later found on the
bed and motionless," he said.
Earlier today, a police lieutenant said a
group of boys, ages 4 to 7, had knocked over
the crib and then kicked the baby after
having entered the home to take a bike. The
report came from Lt. Carlton Smirney who
said the boys claimed they "thought it was
a doll."
"We just don't know," Walters said of
that report. But, he added, "From my infor-
mation, they knew it was a child, and not a
doll."
The baby was in critical condition at
Children's Hospital in Oakland, said hospi-
tal spokeswoman Monique Binkley.
The boys were not taken into custody,
but were with their parents and were talking
to police.
• The baby's 18-year-old stepsister, who
was baby sitting, was in another room dur-
ing the incident, Walters said.
Police said the bicycle was recovered.
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• Religion
Methodist church affirms anti-homosexual stance
DENVER (AP) — Responding to a recent
break in their ranks, the United Methodist bish-
ops Tuesday affirmed the church's opposition
to homosexuality and the ordination of gays.
The 67-member Council of Bishops ac-
knowledged at a meeting of the church's Gen-
eral Conference that there are serious differenc-
es on the issue within the 8.5 million-member
denomination, the nation's serond-largest Prot-
estant denomination.
But in a statement adopted unanimously,
the bishops said they are committed to follow-
ing church law banning gay ordinations and
declaring the practice of homosexuality to be
incompatible with church teaching.
The statement came less than a week after
11 active and four retired bishops, declaring it
was time to "break the silence," said they
personally oppose church policies condemning
homosexuality but would continue to obey
church law.
Bishop Woodie White, council president,
said the statement issued Tuesday was an at-
tempt to assure others that "as bishops of the
church we will unequivocally uphold the teach-
ings and discipline of the church."
The General Conference sets church policy
for United Methodists, though the bishops have
great weight in the process. Also, each bishop
appoints ministers to churches and is responsi-
ble for administering church discipline.
Bishop Melvin Talbert of San Francisco,
one of the dissenters last week, said Tuesday's
500 Ltreme Fun
College Incentive
Plus, 2 Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto  Care' 
 I
Available to all College Studentsi
If you're a college student with the ambition to pursue X-treme fun, you can receive a $500 Certificate
good toward the purchase or lease of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota.3
Plus 2-Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto Care' which includes 24 hour Roadside Assistance,
Oil Changes & Inspections. Eligible college graduates also get added incentives including No Money
Down financing or a Lease with No Security Deposit required.2
But don't wait...this limited offer ends September 30, 1996!
Call our toll-free number or visit our web site today to obtain your free $500 X-treme Fun College
Incentive Certificate.
Choose from a wide selection of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota
models including...
CAIVIRYCOROLLA
Beyond the elementary
in Toyota quality.
Sporty yet pragmatic
performance.
rxcIL_
Dean's List for youthful
function & styling.
e3 TOYOTA
1-800-GO-TOYOTA
ask for "College"
http://www.toyota.com/college
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ToXid.41Ned customers through the Toyota Motor Credit Corporation: 1) Graduate, within the next six months, from an accredited four-year college, university or registered nursing degree program, graduate from an accredited
1W0-year college: or be enrolled in an accredited graduate degree program. In all cases, you have one year from receipt of your degree to take advantage of the program. 2) Acquire a verifiable job offer that will begin
within 120 days of your purchase, with a salary sufficient to cover ordinary living expenses and vehicle payments. 3) Show proof of insurability. 4) Have no adverse credit history. See your participating Toyota dealer for
details. Similar program available in AL, FL, GA, NC & SC thru World Omni Financial Corp.. Not available in HI.
3 $500 incentive is available with any other Toyota offer. Simply call 1-800-GO-Toyota and ask for "College" to receive your certificate. Offer is valid on the purchase or lease of any new 1996-1997 Toyota vehicle and ends
September 30, 1996. 01996 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A. Inc.
statement gives hope to homosexuals by recog-
nizing the church is divided on the issue.
"At least there's open dialogue and discus-
sion on an issue where there had been silence
before," he said.
A leading conservative group called the
statement "woefully inadequate."
"We were really hoping for more candor,
that the bishops that were angered by the 'Den-
ver 15' ... would be equally courageous to
express to the church their own convictions,"
said the Rev. James V. Heidinger, president of
the Good News movement.
The United Church of Christ is the only
major Protestant denomination to permit the
ordination of homosexuals. In the Episcopal
Church, heresy charges have been brought
against a bishop who ordained an openly
gay deacon.
Goetz from page 14
look so bad. Here's another."
Cabey was paralyzed and suffered brain
damage. He uses a wheelchair, and his
family says he has the mental capacity of an
8-year-old.
Earlier this month, Goetz took the wit-
ness stand for the first time and chillingly
recounted the shootings. He said "that
shine" in victim Troy Canty's eyes and
"that smile" made him snap.
Court papers show Goetz's annual in-
come fell from $100,000 a year to about
$20,000 in the years since the shooting, and
he went through $60,000 in donations and
$250,000 of his own money on legal costs.
But Kuby said last week that he be-
lieved Goetz had a $100,000 inheritance
now held by relatives. And under state law,
Cabey could collect 10 percent of Goetz's
earnings for the next 20 years.
Regardless of his financial status, a ver-
dict against Goetz was needed to "deter
other people from doing the kind of thing
Bernie Goetz did to Darrell Cabey," Kuby
told the jury.
During the trial, Hoffman, trying only
his second case, sat statuelike as a smirking
Goetz volunteered damaging testimony un-
der harsh questioning from Kuby. Hoff-
man was so silent that the judge once inter-
jected, "Sustained" even though Hoffman
had made no objection on behalf of his
client.
Hoffman rested his case after only two
hours and two witnesses — a psychiatrist
who testified about reactions under stress,
and columnist Jimmy Breslin, who related
Cabey's "easy bait" remark.
15 Mill Street
Orono•566-3550
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Sports Brieft
Maine athletes to
compete in Penn Relays
Several University ofMaine track athletes
will be competing at the Penn Relays in
Philadephia, Pa. April 25-27, while other
track team members will compete at a non-
scoring invitational meet at Darmouth Col-
lege in Hanover, N.H. on Sunday, April 28.
Andy Oliver, UMaine's record holder in
the javelin, will compete from the men's team
at the Penn Relays. Marcia Wells, Maine's
record holder in the triple jump, as well as the
women's 4x100 meter relay team will com-
pete for the women's team. A couple of men's
relay teams are questionable due to injury.
Probation changes for
Tyson
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Mike Tyson
has been ordered to stay out of bars and strip
clubs after a woman claimed the boxer as-
saulted her in Chicago.
Tyson has disputed the woman's version
of events, in which she said he fondled her and
triedto bite her face ata Chicago nightclub. He
is on probation after serving a prison sentence
for raping a woman.
The purpose of the new restrictions is to
keep Tyson out of potential trouble situations,
said George Walker, chief probation officer
for Marion Superior Court.
"In other words, he couldn't figure it out
before," Walker said. "It not only puts him on
notice, but his staff and friends on notice."
Walker said Tyson agreed to abide by the
new restrictions. The restrictions were im-
posed by probation officials in Ohio, where
Tyson lives.
Joe Andrews, a spokesman for the Ohio
Department of Rehabilitation and Correction,
said officials decided to prohibit bar visits
because that's where the alleged assault took
place two weeks ago.
"Strip bars are sexual in nature, and his
offense was sexually related," Andrews said.
Tyson had his out-of-state travel restric-
tions tightened last week by Marion Superior
Court Judge Patricia J. Gifford while Chicago
police investigate the April 7 incident at a
nightclub.
Tyson lives on an estate near Cleveland
and had his probation transferred to Ohio after
being released from the Indiana Department
of Correction. Judge Gifford retains authority
over his case while he is on probation.
Probation officials in Ohio and Indiana are
awaiting a report from Chicago police on the
incident before deciding whether to take any
action against Tyson.
Transactions
BALTIMORE ORIOLES—Traded
OF Keith Eaddy of High Desert of the
California League to the San Diego Padres
for C Melvin Rosario of Rancho Cucamon-
ga of the California League.
CALIFORNIA ANGELS—Activated
RHP Lee Smith from the 15-day disabled
list. Designated RHP Todd Frohwirth for
assignment.
DETROIT TIGERS—Promoted RHP
Kelton Jacobson from Fayetteville of the
South Atlantic League to Lakeland of the
Florida State League. Assigned P David
Melendez to Fayetteville for extended
spring training.
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• Baseball
Black Bears ride hot bats, pitching
By Scott Martin
Sports Editor
Rex Turner and Nick Caiazzo found a
groove at the plate, and their timing couldn't
have been any better.
Turner and Caiazzo combined for 12
hits, 15 RBIs and five homers in the Univer-
sity of Maine baseball team's (11-30, 6-6)
three wins this weekend, which has moved
Maine into a tie for second place in the
North Atlantic Conference. Turner was
named NAC Player of the Week after hit-
ting .667, with two homeruns and six RBIs,
including a game-winning, three-run dinger
in the bottom of the seventh in the first game
of Sunday's double header with Hofstra.
"Caiazzo and Turner are really the keys
to our offense," said Maine head coach John
Winkin. "I think it did a lot for them (the
players) to get out and swing the bats."
Saturday was the first time the Black
Bears competed on Mahaney Diamond, but
Maine had been able to practice a few days
earlier in the week. Caiazzo said it gave him
a chance to work out a few kinks in his
swing, which led to a three homer, nine RBI
weekend.
"I worked on a few things this week like
keeping my weight back," said Caiazzo. "I
think the last couple days we could get
outside hitting, and taking a lot of batting
practice outside really helped us."
The Black Bears will look to continue
their hot hitting today when they face the No.
1 team in New England, the University of
Massachusetts. UMass played Northeastern
yesterday for the Beanpot title in Fenway
Park. The last time the Black Bears faced the
Minutemen was last spring, they split a dou-
ble header in Amherst.
Dave Foran and Andy Estabrooke are
Maine's probable starters. The two pitched
three innings a piece in the Black Bears' 18-2
win over Husson on Saturday. Foran (2-7,8.34
ERA) picked up the win allowing just two hits.
Estabrooke (1-3, 6.75) looked impressive,
walking one batter and not allowing a hit.
"I was pleased for him (Estabrooke), it
was good experience for him," said Winkin.
Nick Caiazzo. (File Photo.)
"What I wanted to do today (Saturday) was
give our pitchers a chance to pitch on this
mound. They will come back and pitch
See BASEBALL on page 18
• Column
Add a star to Celtics mix, success follows
By Scott Martin
Sports Editor
The Boston Celtics'
season ended gratefully
Saturday with a loss to the
New York Knicks. Boston
finished with an awful 33-
49 record and missed the playoffs for the
first time since the Larry Bird era started in
1980. Much has to be done to turn around
the Celtics fall from prominence, but what
exactly needs to be done isn't quite clear.
First and foremost the C's need a super-
star. Someone who can come in and lead
this team to higher ground. They need a
scorer, a leader. Right now the Celtics are
full of role players and have no one who can
step to the forefront and take control of a
game. Dino Radja is a good player who
could be even better if he was the center of
attention on offense. Rick Fox is a solid
defensive player but isn't an offensive jUg-
gernaut. David Wesley is a good point,guard
but needs someone to pass to. Pervis,,Ellison
made strides to being somewhat close to the
player he was in college, but he is very
inconsistent.
Celtic management would be wise to
look to the draft to get a superstar, not
another role player (i.e. Eric Montross and
Eric Williams). With the No. 9 pick in the
draft, the C's may have a tough time getting
a star, but it is still unknown who will be
eligible for the draft. If Marcus Camby, Tim
Duncan and Allen Iverson make themselves
eligible for the draft, Boston will be in luck.
The best pick would be either a power-small
forward like Camby, who can run the floor
and score points, or a center like Duncan
who could immediately make an impact
with his defense. Camby or Syracuse star
John Wallace would be the best bet for the
C's because they are proven scorers and can
both run the floor, which would fit nicely
with little guys like Wesley, Dana Barros (if
he survives the off season) and Todd Day,
who could be a great two guard with the right
players around him.
Free agency is another route the Celtics
could take, and it would be wise. There are
a number of quality free agents on the mar-
ket this summer, including Michael Jordan,
Reggie Miller and Dikembe Mutombo. The
seven foot Mutombo is Boston's best bet
because Jordan won't leave Chicago, espe-
cially for a lowly team like Boston (unless he
wants to truly prove his greatness by leading
the C's to a title), and unless they unload
Ellison, Barros and Dee Brown, they won't
have the money. Besides if they can get a
quality player in the draft, Mutombo would
be perfect because of his ability to clog up
the middle.
The Celtics would be wise to unload a
number of their high salary players, which
may not be that easy because of the salary
cap, and build for the future. Draft a player
like Wallace or Camby, and sign a big name
free agent. The nucleus of this team isn't as
terrible as people make it out to be, but there
is no superstar to push them over the edge.
Great players make the players around them
play better. If the Celtics can get a great
player, Wesley, Day and Radja will become
quality players, and their contributions will
make a difference. If not, the Celtics are
destined to become the Eastern Conference's
version of the Los Angeles Clippers.
Athlete of the week
Sophomore
Outfielder
Rex
Turner
Rex Turner, an outfielder for John
Winkin's University of Maine baseball
team, has been named UMaine' s Athlete
of the Week.
Turner hit .669 in three games last
weekend as the Black Bears went unde-
feated and moved into a second-place tie
with Vermont. Turner also had two hom-
ers and six RBIs, including a game- win-
ning three-run shot in the bottom of the
seventh in Maine's double header with
Hofstra.
Ed. Note: UMaine' s Athlete of the
Week is chosen by the Campus sports
staff. Other nominees included; Nick Ca-
iazzo (baseball), Shelly Lefvre (softball),
Josh Harriman (baseball) , Mary Perrson
(softball).
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• Football
Dolphins sign Marino
DAVIE, Fla. (AP) — Jimmy Johnson
secured a quarterback Tuesday to imple-
ment his plan for winning the Super Bowl by
1998.
The name may be familiar: Dan Marino.
Johnson and the Miami Dolphins signed
the most prolific passer in NFL history to a
three-year contract reportedly worth $17.73
million.
"I felt very comfortable with my perfor-
mance over the last few years and felt I have
a lot of good years left," Marino said at a
news conference. "I'm excited about play-
ing for coach Johnson and winning the Su-
per Bowl."
Marino, who broke league career pass-
ing records last season for touchdowns, yard-
age and completions, has yet to win a cham-
pionship. He turns 35 in September.
"As important a contract as this is for
Dan and the Dolphins, it's just as important
for me," Johnson said. "One of my reasons
for accepting the job as coach of the Dol-
phins was Dan Marino. Because of his tal-
ents, we have the ability to win it all."
The deal through 1998 will pay Marino
an average of $5.91 million per season.
Denver quarterback John Elway last week
signed a five-year, $29.5 million contract
($5.90 million per season).
Elway and Marino are both represented
by agent Marvin Demoff.
Marino had one year remaining on his
current contract, which was to pay him $4.45
million in 1996. Negotiations on a new deal
began a year ago.
Johnson's hiring in January sparked spec-
ulation that the new coach would trade Mari-
no in a Herschel Walker-type deal. When
asked about such a possibility at the news
conference, Marino turned to Johnson and
said, "I'm not getting traded, am I?"
Johnson emphatically shook his head.
"We have no plans, and we will not be
trading Dan Marino," Johnson said. "He
will be our quarterback with the Miami
Dolphins. OK?"
Because the deal is for only three years,
Marino's impact on the Dolphins' salary
cap will be relatively concentrated, rather
than spread out over a longer period. But
Johnson is uncertain whether Marino can
remain near his peak beyond 1998.
"We want Dan to remain with the Dol-
phins as long as he's playing at a high level
and we're winning games," Johnson said.
Last year Marino threw for 3,668 yards
and 24 touchdowns despite missing two
games with an injury. The new contract isn't
necessarily an indication that he'll retire
after 1998, he said.
"Hopefully I'll be able to play longer
than that. But three years is a long time to
play in the NFL after having been around for
a while.
"I've always felt that I wanted to play at
a high level and be consistent throughout the
whole season. Three years from now, if I
feel I can be consistent and play at a high
level, I want to keep playing."
For more than a decade, the Dolphins
have relied on Marino's arm to compensate
for an inconsistent defense and rushing at-
tack. Johnson wants to improve the ground
See MARINO on page 20
Want a great
summer job?
The Bangor Blue Ox are
looking for fun, energetic
people to work at
professional baseball
games this summer.
• Work on campus!
• Fun atmosphere!
•The place to be this
summer!
*Great schedule,
great hours!
Be a part of Eastern Maine's
new baseball team! Be a
part of the Blue Ox!
Call Josh at 941-2337
for more information.
Baseball from page 17
Wednesday and Sunday again and have a
good feel."
Still Wet
Mahaney Diamond was playable last
weekend, but it was still wet and the field
was slow. Any ball hit to the outfield on the
ground died in the wet grass.
"The dirt (in the infield) is fine, the
outfield's a little mushy," said Caiazzo.
...Maine hit seven homeruns this week-
end.
...Turner and catcher John Ellis are both
in the midst of seven-game hitting streaks.
...Sunday, Josh Harriman had his con-
secutive scoreless innings streak stopped at
19.1, allowing two runs to Hofstra.
• Bust Brothers
Ex-Mets troubles continue
NEW YORK (AP) — The bad times
continue for baseball's bust brothers,
Dwight Gooden and Darryl Strawberry,
struggling again this week on and off the
field.
Gooden, coming back with the New
York Yankees after a year's suspension
because of drug and alcohol abuse, trudged
off to the bullpen with a woeful 11.48 ERA
following three awful starts.
Strawberry, unable to find a job despite
a resume that includes 297 home runs,
agreed to pay nearly $300,000 in overdue
child and spousal support by June 24 to
avoid criminal prosecution.
A decade ago, Gooden and Strawberry
were the lynchpins for a New York Mets
world championship, one a dominating
pitcher, the other a constant long ball threat.
That seems like ancient history, though, for
the two stars whose careers turned south at
just about the same time.
Gooden' s comeback has been problem-
atical from the start. Signed for $850,000
by Yankees owner George Steinbrenner,
who promptly predicted between 15 and 20
victories for him, the pitcher struggled
throughout spring training.
His 0-3 record and 8.88 exhibition game
ERA hardly seemed to qualify him for a
spot in the rotation but he got one anyway,
ahead of Kenny Rogers, who signed for
$20 million as a free agent, and Scott Ka-
mieniecki, who underwent off-season sur-
gery. Rogers was outraged at the turn of
events and offered to void the contract.
It took just three starts for Gooden to
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lose his starting spot, mostly on merit. He
was the loser in each of the starts and his
pitching line is a dreadful 13 1-3 innings
pitched, 20 hits, 17 runs, all of them earned,
11 walks and 14 strikeouts.
In his first two outings against Texas,
he was fine for three innings or so, often
clocking 90 mph on his fastball and mixing
that with a biting curve. And then, it would
all come apart.
Against Minnesota in his last start, how-
ever, he was bad from the beginning, last-
ing just three innings, giving up six runs on
six hits and four walks. Finally, in desper-
ation, manager Joe Torre shipped him to
the bullpen this week, hoping he can find a
solution there.
"Obviously, work has to be done,"
Gooden admitted. "I have to believe the
problems can be worked out in the bull-
pen."
Meanwhile, his old pal Strawberry, also
in drug and alcohol recovery, waits at home
in California, hoping some team will de-
cide to see if he has anything left. After a
brief stay with the Yankees last summer —
he became the first major leaguer to play
while under house arrest, part of a court
sentence for avoiding taxes on baseball
card show income — the club decided not
to pick up his option for 1996. So far, he has
been unable to find any other club willing
to take a chance.
If he gets a job, much of Strawberry's
salary will be earmarked by the court. Ac-
See EX-METS on page 19
REICES®
*rode your attitude.
Maybe you've become a slave to treadmills and rowing machines. Or maybe you
just haven't found a pair of skates that really fit. Strap on a pair of Roces and
discover how comfortable inline skates can be. Then ditch those membership
fees - the fresh air will do you good.
PLI1Y1T nerii
S PtVIS
Twin City Plaza, Brewer
Mon-Fri 9am-7pm, Sat 9am-5pm,
Sun 10am-5pm. 989-8350
5 00 Zi
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cording to terms of an agreement reached
this week, he is to pay $10,000 a month
after June 24 to make up an additional
$194,912 he owes to his former wife and
their children.
"Mr. Strawberry intends to make ev-
ery effort to meet the scheduled pay-
ments," his attorney, Brian Waite, said.
Failure to do so is punishable by up to a
year in county jail.
In addition, Strawberry is required to
pay over $35,000 a month in support for his
ex-wife and children.
Once, Gooden and Strawberry owned
their town, the Big Apple's biggest stars.
Now they are nothing more than after-
thoughts, one barely hanging on, the other
out of the game.
Dunn's 
PerformanceCenter
• Official motorcycle inspection station
• Large stock of oil, filters, fork seals,
tires, batteries and accessories for
motorcycles, ATV's and personal
watercrafts.
• Distributor of Micron Performance
motorcycle exhausts.
827- 8794 Mastercard, Visa
and Discover
acce 'ted.
dunns@dunns . sdi. agate. net
apartm d
Apt. for Fall semester '96. 1,2,3,4, & 5 BR.
Close to UM. Call 866-2516 or 941-9113.
Old Town showing + leasing 1 bed from
$350, 2 bed-$425, 4 bed-$750 Heat +
Hot water Ind call 827-7404
1 BR APT heat + hot water inc. $375 +
security in Old Town 827-4561 Lease
Orono effic. Apts. close to campus, store,
and laundry heat incl. Aug + Sept Leases
$335-415+ dep Lou, 866-4487
Old Town- 3 bedroom heated 600. Also 3
bedroom heated 575. Parking, storage,
coin op Call 990-3576
Orono Townhouse APTS 2 br, 2 bath
basement for storage heat & h/w incl.
$600/mo + dep. call Lou 866-4487
ORONO 2Br APT for sublease this summer
10 min walk to campus great location $400
per month call 866-4493
Live off Campus yet close to Class! 1, 2 &
3Br utis maintenance FREE!! 30 day lease
$399& up Call 866-4300.
Sublet Stillwater Apartment from May
to August. Option to lease at end of
Aug. $262.50 Jen at 866-46622
Spring is here! Don't wait til Fall...Need
an apt? Just give us a call! 30 day lease!
866-4300. EHO.
Great 1,2,3 apartments as well as several
houses 942-6711 or evenings 827-3489 Cheryl
Orono 1 Bdr furnished modern walk to
UM professional setting summer or year
round $450 947-1874 862-4139
For Rent Bradley- 9mi to campus mobile
home excellent condition Quiet 3br Kit
Bath Lrm 866-7798 $600/mo
Large 3-4 bdrm apt. View of Great Works
Dam. $650 includes heat, hot water.
Deposit, lease 827-6788
3 Bedroom house Penobscot river views.
$600+utilities. Deposit, lease. 827-6788
COMe to
f ts• apart
For Rent in June 3-4 bedroom APTS
w/oil heat; 11/2 baths, fully
applianced w/dishwasher Crosby & Hil
St., Orono Quiet neighborhood chem-
free 1/2 mile from Campus 866-3785
Old Town 3BR on Bus Rt. Clean
spacious and quiet. No pets. $650 mo
including H+HW. Deposit 650 Call 827-
2015 or 537-3555
ORONO. WASHBURN PLACE APART-
MENTS 560/mth. Luxury two bedroom
townhomes. Includes Heat, Water,
Sewer. No Pets. Sec. Dep. and Lease
Req. Close to Campus. Call 945-6955.
3+4 Bedroom apt June 1st also 2 Br 500
and up Lease dep Call Kerry 941-9539 EVE
Day 827-6189
Orono- 2 BR Avail Summer 96 or Summer
96 thru Summer 97 Great location, very
spacious 500/mo Call 866-3764
Orono apartments 1 Br heat & hot water 285
2 br heat & hot water 550 3 br house great
landlords 866-2518-3248
Bradley- 1BR APT in quiet setting $350/
mo +elec. no Pets. 7 miles- campus. Ref +
Sec dep. 827-7017
Summer sublet- 1bdr in house in Old Town, washer/
dryer. $135/mo. plus 1/4 util. Call 827-5706
Country living townhouse apts. Private,
quiet 2 BR 1 1/2 bath, kit, LR, private
entry. On-site laundry. 9 min. to campus.
Heated & HW included 575/mo. 866-7798.
Apts. for May term & summer sessions.
Walking distance to UM. Eff., 1, 2, & 3
BR. 866-2516/941-9113. Roommate also
wanted.
Bradley- 1 br apt in quiet setting
$350/ mo + elec. No pets. 7 miles-
campus. Ref & sec dep. 827-7017.
STUDENTS ONLY! Live rent free while in
college. Nice Bangor two family home. Call
owner, eve., 781-3968
le _ e 'Mame ampus 1
• From the fringe
Norman deserves time off
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, S.C. (AP)
— Greg Norman's Masters finally ended
on a sunny Sunday afternoon seven days
and 150 miles removed from Augusta
National Golf Club.
"It's been an amazing five weeks go-
ing back to Bay Hill and the two missed
cuts and then practicing and getting my
game in great shape for the Masters,"
Norman said. "It seems like a lifetime
has happened in four or five weeks."
Now, after the heartbreak of the Mas-
ters and the overwhelming outpouring of
affection that genuinely touched him,
Norman will walk away from the game
for awhile.
"I went on holiday last night," a
smiling Norman said just off the 18th
green, his eyes twinkling after his last
putt fell on a final-round 68 at the MCI
Classic. "I'm looking forward to taking
five or six weeks off."
He certainly deserves some time off
after going through one of the most re-
markable sequence of events in sports
history. Norman squandered a six-stroke
lead to Nick Faldo in the Masters and
then handled his disappointment with
such grace and good humor that it stunned
a world grown used to indifferent and
arrogant athletes.
Now Norman will do one of the few
things he does as well as golf: Retreat
into himself. He'll sail in virtual soli-
tude on his boat — "Aussie Rules" —
fish, play with his children, enjoy the
company of his wife, Laura, and truly
ents• ap
Luxurious Townhouses & Flats in a
beautiful setting within walking
distance to UMO. Kitchen has self
cleaning oven, side by side refrigera-
tor/freezer, microwave, garbage
disposal, dishwasher, washer/dryer,
large fireplace in living room, cathe-
dral ceilings, atrium doors to deck &
private wooded yard, oak spiral
staircase, 30 foot bedrooms w/
skylights, 2 full baths, storage,
parking. heat & hot water included.
4 tenants per unit. Townhouses
$940 ($235 per tenant), flats $850
($212.50 per tenant). Taking applications
for May & September occupancy. Tel.
866-0298/989-5775 Pager: 823-9968
SUMMER SUBLET OLD TOWN- To share
APT own room avail. June1- Aug15 $150/
mo OBO H+HW incl Call Beth 8274574
Orono APTS showing + leasing Eff-1-2-
3-4 Bedroom Apts from $200 Heat &
Hot Water Included 827-7231
Old Town showing + leasing 1-2-3-4
Bedroom Apts PLUS 3 Bed house Heat &
Hot Water included 827-7231
2 BR Loft, river view 3RD FL, parking pinewd
FL, Huge deck. Sublet thru Aug 31 $510w/all
util Call 942-1884
Sunny 3 BR APT spacious rooms large
deck good parking w/d hookups nego-
tiable. No pets near campus 827-3718
Nice 123 BR APTS plus some houses most
include some or all utilities prices $300 +
up call 827-3718
4 BR house walk to campus. Near to
stores. Large yard good parking. LG deck
Landlord pays H/HW 827-3718
Orono- Heated 1 & 2 BDRM APTS and
furnished RMS walking distance to
University 866-2816 866-7888
• 
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live the words he said after the Masters
when he pointed out that there are things
that matter beside winning a golf tour-
nament.
"I'm going on the boat for 3 1/2 weeks,
to the Yucatan, Belize, down there,"
Norman said. "You won't find me."
"The kids still have school but they
will join me on weekends," Norman said.
"I'll blue marlin fish, do sail fishing,
bone fishing, all that stuff," he said, his
bright eyes showing the genuine enjoy-
ment he has for that part of his life.
The next time we see Norman on a
golf course will be at the Memorial the
first weekend in June. He'll follow that
with Westchester the next week and then
the U.S. Open at Oakland Hills in Mich-
igan as he once again pursues the major
championship on American soil that has
escaped him.
His performance at the MCI Classic
was truly remarkable, considering what
he had gone through at the Masters.
"I don't think that people realize what
a drain Augusta is," Norman said, speak-
ing generally about the pressures of a
major championship and not even con-
sidering the special pressures he went
through.
Part of what made this week bearable
for Norman was the thousands of faxes
and letters he has received from people
touched by him. That outpouring of af-
fection pierced the tough protective emo-
tional armor Norman has built around
himself over the years.
rtments
Sublet May- August Large w/ walk -in
closet in Quiet A t. 1 mite cam us Rent
Negotiable Karen at 866-0273
FOR SUMMER RENT Quaint 1 bedroom
efficiency located in pleasant neighborhood,
no door, no plumbing, lovely newspaper-lined
floor call 866-3710 ask for Chloe
Bangor Large 2BR heat included $500 W+D
hook-up. Great condition. Sec+lease avail; 5/1
Call 827-3780
Old Town Ig 3BR $675 H+HW inc modern
Great condition w/D hook-up 4th student
extra $50 Call 827-3780
Up to 3 Summer sublets avail at spacious
Orono apt. $150/mo+util. Own room; nice
area; 10 min walk 2 campus/downtown. Call
866-3904
3 Bedroom, Double bath Apt Newly
renovated, close to Univ. Marge BRs + X-
Lg. Closets $675. 827-6212
Very large 3 bedroom apt Double
bathroom, X4g bedrooms, new carpet X-
lg. dosets, newly renovated, new
windows throughout Sunny, clean, dose
to U.M. $675 per mo. Heat water, sewer
incl. + more..827-6212..
Portland-2BR will pro-rate $207 each incls. all
but phone. Wood flr. hi ceiling- laundry- secure
871-8207
Old Town 3BR on bus rt. Clean, spacious &
quiet. No pets $650/mo inc H+W Dep. 650
827-2015 or 537-3555
1 of 3 BD aval. June 1 in Old Town 135 per/
month +util. 827-9814 Fred
Summer sublet spacious 4 bdrm 2 bath house
near river w/d hook-ups dishwasher porch pets
ok Call 581-7662
For Rent in June 3-4 Bedroom APTS. w/
oil heat; 11/2 baths, fully applianced w/
dishwasher Crosby&Hill St., Orono quiet
neighborhood chem-free 1/2 mile from
cam .us 866-3785
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UMaine Sports:
the victory, the defeat, the pride.
Read it in Sports.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper The Maine Campus
Marino from page 18
game, which would increase Marino's chanc-
es of staying healthy.
"Whatever it's going to take to win,"
Marino said. "Running 40 or 50 times a
game and not throwing that often is fine with
me. As long as we have more points than the
other team at the end of the game, that's the
important thing."
The 1996 season will be Marino's 14th
in Miami.
"In this era of free agency with players
moving around, that's something I'm very
proud of," he said. "It's special and means
a lot to me."
EXERCISE
Does Your Heart Good.
American Heart
Association
The Maine Campus Classifieds Stop by the 4th floorChadbourne Hall for your
classified ad.
help wanted ATTENTION SENIORS!!! Uncertainwhat you will doing after gradua-
tion? THE BAR HARBOR HOTEL-
BLUENOSE INN is now accepting
applications for desk clerks, house-
keeping staff, kitchen staff, break-
fast cook, bartenders, grounds/
maintenance, bell hops, and dish-
washers. MUST BE AVAILABLE
through October 20,1996. Please
call Connie at 1-800-445-4077
Summer Jobs at Kingsley Pines. Co-ed Great Bands Senior Celebration At
the Bumstock Fieldcamp in ME. Positions for Counse-
lors, Trip Leaders Nurse. Need
Water sports, Ropes Course, Wood-
working,
' 
Video Photography, Mtn
Biking, Tennis & Nature. Call Alan
before 6:00pm at 941-1960
miscellaneous
Clothing Drive starting April 24. Put
clothes in g florescent boxes. Benefits
area shelters
Need College$? Consider private
sector scholarships. Free re-
corded message gives details.
285-7655
Alaska Employment- Fishing
Industry. Earn up to $3,000- 6,000+
per
ngki
 month. Room & Board! Trans-
portation! Male/Female. No experi-
ence necessary! 206--971-
3510 ext. A50674
EUROPE $169. Caribbean/Mexico
$189 R/T. Be a little flexible and save$$$ We'll help you beat airline
prices. Destinations worldwide.
for sale
Jobs for next Fall I have 5 people
graduating this semester so I will
have a lot of openings for jobs in
the Fall. It is the most convenient
job you'll ever have helping me do
things everyday. Call Bill Picard 1-
7170
TROPICAL RESORT HIRING- Entry-
level & career positions available 
world-wide ( Hawaii, Mexico,
Caribbean, etc.). Waitstaff, house-
keepers, Scubadive leaders, fitness
counselors, and more. Call Resort
Employment Services 1-206-971-
3600 ext. R50674
LIMBO DJ SERVICE Over $12, 000 in
music. All request. Booking for summer
functions anywhere in Maine 581-4716
Loft Single, Free-standing Loft
 sanded, stained, polyed. Looks
Great, Easy to assemble. $100 OBO
827-5388
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-
Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3000-
$6000+ per month. Room & Board!
Transportation! Male/ Female. No
experience necessary! (206) 971-3510
ext A50675
GET YOUR BUMSTOCK 95 CD FOR
ONLY FIVE DOLLARS AT THE OCB
OFFICE, THIRD FLOOR UNION CALL
581-1840 FOR INFO SUPPORT
BUMSTOCK
Need a Word Processor? Mac LC
with 4mb RAM, monitor, keyboard,
etc. $400 Great entry level Corm
puter 581-7234
Camp Counselor Positions June
15- August 11. Residential Girls
Camp, 1 hour from Portland,
Maine, on beautiful lake. Archery,
Drama, Arts & Crafts, Riding,
Music, Photography. Call or write: 
Anne Fritts, c/o Camp Arcadia,
Pleasantville Rd., New Vernon, NJ
07976 201-538-5409.
SCHICKLE-FEST 96 SCHICK HAPPENS
4:00PM on the BETA front yard free to
all the Spoon Man will preform
SUMMER JOB BUSINESS MAJORS and Mountain Bike: KHS Descent 17"
frame great condition $450 solid, Call
328-4632
lost & found
Lost: pair of prescription eye-
glasses in Guess holder. Last seen
at Staurt Commons. Please call
with info. 581-8625 no questions
asked
ClassifiedsBillion
eve rybody else are encouraged to apply.
Free Room & Board and $175-$200 a
week. The job would entail helping me in
daily activities including driving/traveling
and helping me do a little bit of research
on the business that my family is going to
open. I would like to pick somebody as
soon as possible because I really want us
to get to know each other before I pick
anybody to help/work for me!!! NO
SPECIAL TRAINING NEEDED!!! Call Bill
Picard at 1-7170.
The women's ice hockey team would like
to thank the General Student Senate for
their support
Toast Superior Rock'N'Roll 945-0826
843-5947Great summer job! Work outdoors
playing sports! Counselor, boys sports
camp in Maine. All land sports, tennis,
waterfront activities, creative arts,
outdoor skills. Modern facilities, great
pay. Call now 617-277-8080 Camp
Cedar 
WANTED: Used/ Cheap Rowing Shell
Mike @ 581-1269
LAMBING SEASON BEGINS 1ST WEEK
OF APRIL @WITTER CENTER/UNIVERSITY
FARM, COME VISIT
The women's ice hockey team would like
to thank the General Student Senate for
their support.
:Jobs helping me do things that
people do every day like getting up,
eating, or going to bed and w/school
work, driving, socializing & anything
fun etc. It is the most convenient job
you'll ever have. $5 an hour Call Bill
Picard @ 1-7170.
$Cruise Ships Hiring! Students
needed! $$$+ free travel (Carib-
bean, Europe, Hawaii) Seasonal /
Perm, no exp necessary, Gde,
919-929-4398 e1139
SCHICKLE-FEST 96 SCHICK HAPPENS
4:00PM on the BETA front yard free to
all The Spoon Man will preform.
Male & Female Strippers. Beauti-
ful Girls Now featuring the hot new
Latin Connection. Exotica 947-440E
EASTERN EUROPEAN JOBS-Teach basic
conversational English in Prague,
Budapest, or Krakow. No teaching
certificate required. Inexpensive Room &
Board + other benefits. For info, call
(206)971-3680 ext. K50672
Caring, patient, responsible, energetic,
adventurous + creative person wanted to
care for our 6.5 + 2.5 yr. old boys this
summer. Occasionally M, definitely T+W
10:30-5 in Edgecomb. Own transporta-
tion needed. Ref's needed. Call 882-
4127
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS! over $6
in public and private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. All students
are eligible. Let us help. For more info. call: 
1-800-263-6495 ext. F50674
• 3 Lines
• 3 Days
• 3 Bucks
500 summer camp opportunities in
NY,PA,New England. Choose from 40
camps. Instructors needed! Tennis,
baseball, hockey, rollerblade, soccer,
lacrosse, softball, volleyball, basket-
ball, PE majors, education majors,
gymnastics, english riding, lifeguard,
WSI, water skiing, sailing, windsurfing,
fitness, mt. biking, pioneering,
rockclimbing, ropes, dance, piano
accompanist, dramatics, ceramics,
jewelry, woodshop, photography,
radio, nature, RN's, chefs, food
services. Arlene 1-800-443-6428;
516-433-8033.
Needed 23 students serious to lose 5-
100 lbs. New Metabolism break-
through guaranteed results $29.95 1-
800-435-7291
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
billion in public and private sector
grants & scholarships is now available,
All students are eligible regardless of
grades, income, or parent's income,
Let us help. Call Student Financial
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext. F50673
Boothbay Harbor, ME Waterfront Inn
hiring for Summer. Expir dinner staff
only. No expir needed for breakfast,
house, kitchen staff. Lawnmeer Inn
1406 Beach Rd., Englewood, FL
34223 941-475-7725
FUNDRAISER- Motivated groups
needed to earn $500+ promoting
AT&T, Discover, gas and retail cards.
Since 1969 we've helped thousands of
groups raise the money they need.
Call Gina at (800)592-2121 ext 110
Free CD to qualified callers
Free Food Senior Celebration Friday
May 10th
Great Prizes Senior Celebration From 2
to 8pm
